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COpE USAGE ANAE.YS^S SYSTEM
^CUAs)
-	 I . II^TRdpllCTI d^




2.1 DEFINITTUN OF TERh1S




an interrupt, which may occur during exec€^tion of a program.
EXEG 8 a1la;^s a . user ^a register a subroutine to process can-
iingencies and transfers contral io the registered contingency




Gentral.Processing Unit, a hardware device capable of inter-
preting lnstructians and performing the indicated operation
GUA5	 Code Usage Analysis System
Element A named grouping of data, typically manipulated as a unit; as
used in this document contains a logical program part such as
a subroutine
;` '' w ^	 External	 An address within a closed subroutine which may be referenced
•^<^.^:	 definition	 from code which is oat a part of the closed subroutine
Interrupt A hardware facility that causes a CPU to suspend execution,
save the machine state, and transfer contral to a specific
address
Invalid	 Also IQPR (illegal operator); a machine instruction Cade which




Jump Keys, a mnemonic for a valid UNIVAC-ilOU processor
instruction which transfers contral to a specific address
_	 Jib;.	 Jump History Stack, a name given to a file of data created by
the GUAS contingency routine during the execution of an appli-
'	 cation program
LMJ	 Load Mod^tfier and Jump, a mnemonic far a valid UNTVAC-i100
.	 processor instruction which saves the current value of the P
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faster bit	 A notation for representing execution options in one cell.
notation
	
Within the cell, bit 25 is set on if option A was specified and
bit 0 on if option Z was specified
PCT ^	 P1^ogram Control Table
Primary	 .General purpose constant access time storage directly address-
5torage	
able by the GPU and serving generally to contain executing
programs
PSR	 Processor State Register
5ecandary	 General purpose nanconstant access time storage typically avail-
st°rage	
able to the GPU via a peripheral processor or channel, and
serving generally to contain nonexecuting programs and data
SUP	 Standard Unit of Processing
SVDS	 Space Vehicle Dynamics Simulation




The objective of the CUAS is to apply software technology for questions con-
cerning software performance and quality which have historically been answered
by detailed and laborious manual techniques costing considerable time and
expense. The typical method proposed and implemented for automating program
performance analysis through software technology involves source code modifi-
cation, which may become burdensome far the user to apply and impose a con-
siderable primary storage overhead penalty, ma[cing the technique difficult or
impossible to apply. The technique used in the CUAS does not involve source
code modification, has a small constant primary storage overhead which for
mast application programs should be negligible, and affords the user more
information than is possible with a typical source code modification technique.
Specifically, the CUAS provides the user the following information concerning
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2.2.1 EXTERNAL USAGE REPORT
This report consists of three alphabetically ordered Iists: ^1} Every user-
supplied external definition name included in the application program; (2}
Every user-supplied external definition name referenced as a subroutine during
program execution and optionally the number of references and execution time;
and (3} Every user-supplied external definition name not referenced as a
subroutine during program execution.
8
!'>.'
2.2.2 ERROR LOCATIDN REPORT
This report locates for the user the element name, relative location within
the element, and overlay segment name within which a program error (such as a
floating point overflow} occurred. R wal^C bacEc which traces the calling
sequence Pram the main program element to the element in which the error
occurred i5 also provided at the option of the user.
2.2.3 SEGMENT LOAOTNG REPORT
This report informs the user how many times each segment of an overlaid pro-
gram bras transferred from secondary storage into primary storage during the
execution of a segmented and overlaid program. An itemized report of which
subroutines were called to result in the segment begin loaded is provided for
each segment loaded at least once.
i
C 2.2.4
	 TEST CASE ELEMENT GENERATION REPORT ^' ^	 ^;'':
;._
This report is generated only when specifically requested by the user.
	 When ^ =^
requested, the CUAS creates in an EXEC 8 program file a source element con- ,; ,
taining the names of those subroutine elements called at least once and those 'o
not called.	 The report merely informs the user that the source element has
`^^ been created.	 The source element created may be used by the Test Case Usage ^
^
^=';
i; Reporting System (TOURS} in producing across-reference listing of subroutines ^ ^,
used and not used within a program file from which several absolute elements z



















..2.3 METHOD o^ SaLUTI ar^
2.3.1 EXTERNAL USAC^ REPQRT
The external usage reporting technique involves modification of the machine 	 w	 -^
instructions in^an absolute program element after it has been prepared 6y the ^`:^
UI^IVAC ^P processor and prior to its execution. Atypical Central Process,- 	 ^^
ing llni^ (CPU) flf a computer functions in this way: The Lachine instructions
of a program are loaded into sequential contiguous primary storage cells and
the CPU is given the address of the primary storage cell at which instruction
execution is to begin. The CPU proceeds from the starting address, executing 	 ;^- --
i
theinstructions one at a time in sequence, broKen only when the CPU encounters
	 ^





The jump instruction . directs. the CPU to execute an insi:ruction at an address 	 `-
contained within the ,lump instruction as the next step rather than the next
,^
sequential instruction. The CPU will execute the instruction at the address 	 i .
contained in the jump Instruction and proceed sequentially until another l`
jump instruction is encountered, as illustrated in figure 2-l. 	 ^^.^ I
The CPU provides the user one other way o-F chang7ng sequential instruction
execution flaw besides the jump-type instruction, i.e,, the CPU -interrupt.
The interrupt can change the address oi • the next instruction to be executed 	 ;
by suspending the CPU at any point in its sequential instruction processing.
^^	 ' ^^a
Usually, when the interrupt occprs, the address of the next sequential in- 	 '^
struction to be executed is saved, and the address of a fixed location in
primary storage becomes the address of the next instruction to execute. The 	 ^	 ^;
intr?ri^upt may 6e caused 6y a stimulus external or internal to the CPU. The
sequential nature of a co^iputer program and the CPU interrupt are bath incor-
	 ^ ^^ ,_
porated into the CURS technique. 	 ^	 _
^	 ,.
one would realized immediately that in a program containing no jump instrucr
bans, the CPU executes every instruction in the program one time only. When
•^^





UNIVAC IIOO MACHINE CODE CORRESPONDING TO FORTRAN SOURCE CODE
i




O LA,U AO,I Set AO = I
I SA A0,6 Store AO at address 6
'" 2 LMJ XI1,7 Set XII =3, jump to address 7
^^ 3 -^ 6 Parameter address
'!
.	 ^ ^	 ^!^' ^ -^ O Vacant cell
^.^
5 ER EXIT$ Program stop
^
i
6 + O Vacant cell
^^ 7 LA AO,*O,XI1 Load parameter into AO
^^ I0 AA,U AO,I Add 1 to AO
^:^ 1T 5A	 ^ AO,^O,X11 Store AO at parameter address
F
'`


























a jump is executed and the address jumped to for determination of a program '
execution path. ^f the execution of each jump•^ta-•subroutine type instruction
is recorded into a jump ^ristory stack, this run statistic may be examined to
determine tFre execution frequency of subroutines within a program. If the
amount of computer time expended in a subroutine is to be determined, the
execution of each subroutine return type instruction must also be recorded
into a Jump ^listory Stack ^JHS) as well as the amount of time expended between
the subroutine call and return.
The CEJAS retards the fact that Load Modifier and Jump (LMJ} and Jump Keys (J}
type instructions would have been executed in the fallowing way.
i. Prior to execution, the instructions of an absolute element are scanned
for LMJ and J type instructions. Any LMJ instruction which transfers
control to an address external to the element in which it is contained is
changed to the invalid code (7700} 8 , unless control is transferred to a
FORTRAN library routine. Any J instruction which uses indirect addressing
	 -




meat in which it is contained is changed to the invalid code (,7701)8.
These conventions for instruction modification avoid modifying the majority
of LMJ or J instructions which are not associated with a subroutine tail
or return.
^• ^1hen the CPS! attempts to execute an invalid instruction, it interrupts
itself and passes control to an interrupt call in EXEC 8.
^	 3. EXEC 8 executes a user-supplied contingency routine which examines the^.	 '	 ,
invalid code that the GPU attempted to execute. The instruction type and
the address to which the original instruction would have transferred con-
tras are determined and recorded - into a JF^S qn secondary storage. If
subroutine timing is being performed, the CPtJ, executive, and ^/O (input/
output} times that have elapsed since the last invalid instruction trap
are recorded into the J^fS. - A software execution of the original instruc-^
Lion is performed and program execution continues exactly as if no valid










a modified LMJ instruction is illustrated in figure 2-2. The technique 	 ^{
^' F
used by the CUAS for determining elapsed computer time is described in
detail in Appendix A.
2.3.2 ERROR LOCATION REPORT 	 E
In the course ^f the execution of an application program under EXEC 8, the 	 -'
occurrence of any of the following errors will result in a CPU interrupt. f
1, Storage limits violation (Guard Model 	 ^? _
2. Floating -point overflow	 ^'
3. Floating -point underflow
^. Divide fault
Upon the occurrence of the interrupt, EXEC 8 will execute a user-supplied
	 ';
contingency subroutine within which the user may taEce action as he deems
necessary to overcome the error condition and then either continue or termi-
nate the program execution. In addition to the above hardware - detected errors,	 --
two software-detected errors, ERROR MODE and user-requested ABORT, result in
EXEC 8 executing the user -supplied contingency subroutine.
The CUAS uses a contingency subroutine to rec6rd the type and location of
the error into the JNS and then continues the program execution From the
interrupted point for arithmetic -type errors, or terminates the program
execution •For all other type errors.	 4
2.3.3 SEGMENT LOADING REPORT
When an application program is segmented and overlaid and segment loading is
to occur by the indirect method, that is, load on call, a system-supplied sub-
routine performs the segment loading automatically. In the CUAS, the indirect
	 '.
segment loading routine is a part of the contingency subroutine and has the
expanded capability of recording into the J}^S the index of the segment loaded
as well as loading the segment. The segment loading procedure follows the
normal method of inspection o-F the segment load table and actual segment load-
ing by request to EXEC 8.	 ;^
2-7	
^'^'ROI3^1C^i3^1.^t1 Y Uk' ' 	 ^^
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2.3.4	 TEST CASE ELEMENT GENERATION REPORT
^^^
^^^.
^: The e^ternai usage report generates the data for a source element of those
J: subroutines called and not called, and the UNIVAC program rile element main-_
_	
^.
ten^Ice p^.,Rage FOR ^s ut^l^zed to create the element ♦ 	 The element created
^' may be manipulated with the UNIVAC FURPUR commands exactly as any other
-
^^





?'^ 2.3.5	 CUAS GOMPONENTS
^:'
The CUAS consists of a preprocessor, a contingency subroutine, and a postproc-•




collect his program, including the CUAS contingency subroutine. 	 The first
executable statement of every FORTRAN program under EXEC 8 is a subroutine
'^ call to the external reference NINTR$.	 The FORTRAN library contains a stand-
`=- and contingency subroutine named NINTR$ which will satisfy this external
'=	 ^ reference.	 The CURS contingency subroutine also will satisfy the external
.. ^.
-.,;,^'A reference NINTR$ and so will override the library-supplied routine.
-	 ^;
^ The absolt. -ce element thus obtained will execute and operate identically the
>, same as if the library -supplied NINTR$
 subroutine had been included in the
.: program.	 The CUAS preprocessor is used to prepare the absolute element such
that the Ji1S will be created during the program execution.
	 The GURS pre•-
processor scans the cads of each user-supplied subroutine in the absolute
-	 ^^`
^:=. element and changes the operation field of LMJ and J type instructions to an
invalid code, as required to generate the report detail requested by the user
^^
is	
(:' through execution options. 	 The preprocessor uses the diagnostic tables from
`	 - the absolute element {which are shown in detail
	 in Appendix C} to locate she
I-BANK code for each user
-supplied subroutine within the absolute element.
The preprocessor sets a sentinel cell within the contingency routine so that









then the absolute element thus prepared by the preprocessor is executed, the
jump history Elie gill be created. The creation of this file is completely
transparent to the user, and his program wi71 apparently operate identically
as if the code had not been modified.
Once the executian of the user's program is complete, the CUAS postprocessar
is executed to prepare the reports of the executian from the NHS. The post-
pracessar also uses the diagnostic tables from the absolute element to corre-
late the addresses contained in the jump history stack file to user-recognizable
element, segment, and external reference names.
The total operation of the CUAS is depicted in figure 2^3, and the content
and format of the jump history stack file is described in Appendix O. The










r < RELOCATABLES ^'
^#^^
_^




^' ELEMENT FILE OR ^'a ^^`'
,_









_	 ;; 2. SUBROUTINE



































































3. USER REFERENCE GUIDE
3.1 {METHOD OF USE	 '
The CURS has been implemented on the UNIVAC 1110 Series, EXEC 8 operating system
and may be accessed from the secure file FML-L7935i*PHPA., hereafter referred
to as fife X. In order for a JHS to be created when a program is executed,
the collection of the absolute program element must include the element IICONT
from file X. This is easily achieved by copying the element IICONT into the
file TPF$ just prior to collection of the absolute element. Once the absolute
element is collected, the CURS preprocessor element CUAPREPRO must be executed
to prepare the absolute element to create the jump history stack. The CURS
preprocessor automatically prepares the lash absolute element inserted rota
the file TPF$. The absolute element thus prepared may now be executed in the






containing the jump history stack for the program. Once the execution is
complete, the CURS pastprocessor element CUAPSTPRO must be executed to pro-
+	 duce the code usage reports. The CURS postprocessor automatically reads the
'; a.'
file named JHS and compares it with data tables from the last absolute element
inserted into the file TPF$. For proper execution, the absolute element pro-
ducing the file named JHS must be the last absolute element inserted into the
file TPF$ at the time the postprocessar is executed. Atypical run stream
including the utilization of the CURS is depicted in figure 3-l.
3.I.i CURS PREPROCESSOR OPTIONS
When the preprocessor is executed with no option, the postprocessor external
usage report will contain the names of Chase subroutines called and the total
•	 number of calls to each. If the user wishes the execution time of each sub-
routine in addition to the calling frequency, the option C must be inserted






















1. @RUN	 ^ ..:
2. OUSE X.,FML^L79351*PFtPA. 	 a
3. @COPY," X.II^ONT,TPF$.	 -: ^
4. @MAP , S USERFILE . USERNWF,ABSELT
5. @XQT	 X.CUAPREFRO
6. @XQT	 ABSELT	 I




1. Rewired statement to initiate run on EXEC 8.	 ^ ^
-.
2. Assign re^Fergnce name X to the CUA5 file. 	 ^.
3. Copy the element IiCUNT into the run's TPF$ file.	 '
r
9^. Collection of•absolute^in normal way and saved in run's TPF $ file.	 ^,
5. The CUA5 preprocessor is executed to prepare the absolute element ABSELT	 .
for producing a ^7H5.
	 ^',	 f^,
6. The absolute element ABSELT executed in the normal way.
a
z
7. The CUA5 postprocessor is executed to produce its reports once the
execution of ABSELT is camplete.
	 ^	 `-
8. Required statement to end run on EXEC 8,
.!^'
_j



















^^ Use of this option gives the user the maximum reporting capability of the CUAS
,
^^
^- and also requires the greatest amount of execution time overhead. 	 The times
.;









^^ Tf the user is interested in determining only if an external definition has ^^	 <'^
^` been referenced p r not during execution, run time overhead may be reduced by ^'









_	 -^^' When the user's absolute element is then executed, only the first occurrence
'
^,
of an Laid to an external definition will be trapped and ali successive occur-
_
;,
` rences will operate normally.
	
This option trades off less reporting capability
i.
^
for less execution time overhead and a small jump history stack file. 	 When
^
'•,
this option is used, the postprocessor will report only if an external name ^	 ''
r ^ was referenced ar not, and no error walls backs will be produced in the error ^^
`' location report.	 The error location report will still
	
6e available but will ^	 _
^. 6e limited to the location of the element and segment in which each unique
F
error occurred. ^^^`	 ''
^^ ^'	 ^.
:^
If the user is not interested in any external usage report and desires only ^^	 ''
_^ error location and/or segment loading reports, run time overhead may be further ^	 `






- When the user's absolute element is then executed, LM,3 instructions will be ^^`
'`'
processed in the normal manner and only error conditions and segment loads
;; ti^rill be trapped. 	 When this option is used, the postprocessor will 	 produce no
;
'^;















3.1.2 CURS FOSTPROCESSOR OPTIONS
The CUAS postpracessar options afford the user the capability to limit the
reports produced by the pastprocessor to those he desires. The user may 	 -
choose none or one or mare of the following options to be included on the
execute card for the postprocessor.	 -
a
—et—°n Meani n
X Do not produce the external usage report. 	 -- T ^ -4^;
E Do pat praduce the error location report.	 ^^'
5 ^	 Do not praduce the segment loading report.
td Include a walk back far each error located 	 ',
in the error location report.	 Walk backs
are not passible if either option A or B 	 ;	 --:
i
I







Generate a source element for the TCURS, 	 j
and report the generation of this element.
Generation of this element will pat be	 E
.	 ^ passible if option B eras specified on the 	 •
CUAS preprocessor.	 When this option is	 ,
used, following the postprocessar execution 	 ^,	 ^''{
card must be one additional card on which
is specified in columns 1-8 the name for 	
:;
the element to be created. 	 The 'lament is
created in a program file with the internal	 _
file name DBF which the CUAS postprocessor
will automa •Eicaliy assign and free so that	 :^.;
the user neeu only equate the name DBF to
	 ''-
his secure file name with an EXEC 8 @USE
directive.
	
Options X and G must not be























^^	 report must be generated if the test case
I =	 element is to be created. The CURS past-
^ -	 processor wi11 always include the version
^	 name TESTCASE on every test case element
;'	 it enerates in the file aBF,r.	 9
blank	 When na option is specified, all possible
repar`s will be generated, with the excep-
tion of the test case element generation
report.
As an example, the following postprocessor execution would generate a test
case source element and would not produce the segment loading report.
@XQT,^S x.CUAPSTPRO
r	 3.1.3 CURS TIMING QPTION CflNSTDERATTONS
When the option Cis specified to the CURS preprocessor, a report of charge
time by subroutine wi11 be generated. The GUAS does not trace calls to
elements from the UNTVAC SYS$^RLIB$ library file or to any element which
includes one or mare $ characters in its name. The time spent within these
elements is accrued to the user-supplied element from which they were called.
The charges reported in this manner accurately reflect the time necessary to
execute the users-supplied FORTRAN source code, but do not provide a break-
down of charges for the execution of UNIVAC-supplied support subroutines.
The timing of UNTVAC-supplied support routines would probably be only of
•	 academic interest to the application programmer since typically it is not
within the scope of his job or interest to revise or modify such software.
.	 Such software may be indzrect1y evaluated by the CURS by creating a FURTRAN
source element that only references a library support software function, such
as the FORTRAN WRITE statement. The time charged to such a routine would then








4calling sequence program unless an execution test case is chosen which in-
vokes only one or two loops through the calling sequence. Test cases which
invoke several loops will not enhance the timing data but wi11 cost the user
a considerable amount of computer time for timing overhead.
3.1.9 USER CONTROL OP QVERHEAD
The -File JHS in which the execution statistics of a program are stored is
automatically created by the CURS contingency routine IICONT. This file has
a default maximum size of 10,000 tracks which are allocated in increments of
100 tracks as needed, with each track containing 179 36-bit cells of
data. In general, the user should estimate for each track of data stored by
subroutine IICONT an additional 1-second SUP charge above and beyond the
normal running time for his program when not being analyzed by the CURS. The
CURS postprocessor requires approximately a 1-second SUP charge for processing
each track of data produced by subroutine IICONT, so that the approximate
total overhead per track is 2 SUP seconds. The above overhead estimates are
for the maximum overhead case, which is the subroutine timing report genera-
tion capability of the CURS; when other reporting options are chosen, the
overhead per track will be somewhat less.
;^	 }
The user may limit the number of tracks of data created and processed by the
CURS by overriding the default maximum size of the file JHS. This is done by
assigning the file JHS with an EXEC 8 assign statement prior to the execution
of the user's program which is to be traced. An assignment statement which







When the maximum size of the file JHS has been reached, subroutine IICONT
discontinues all tracing and the application program continues its processing 	 ^^
'^	 `-'
















prior to the end of program execution, the CUAS postprocessor wiil s^ in^arm	 ^^
the user in its report, and the G option will die disabled. Tfie production
of an element containing the names of subroutines used and not used may not
	 ^^




If the file named JFlS and the absolute element creating the file are both
saved, the CUAS pastpracessor may be executed in a job run some tine after
	 .
^	 N
the one in which the file JF1S was created. Multiple executions of the post-
:.
processor may also be done in the same job ar a later job. The following
	 ^	 -





1. The absolute element which created the file J^fS is present in the file





The jump history stack file is attached to the job, has the internal
file name JlIS, and contains a jump history stack for the execution of
the •identical absolute element in the file TPA'$.
	 ^	 -
If bath of the above conditions are not met, the postprocessor will provide a







If the CUAS contingency subroutine ITCO^'!T has been included in an absolute
	 '<'
element but the CUAS preprocessor is not executed prior to the execution of
that absolute element, no jump history stack file will be created, no execu-
tion time overhead will be incurred, and the element will operate identically
as if the standard FORTRAN contingency routine were present. Once an absolute
	 ^#
element has been modified by the CUAS preprocessor, each successive execution
	 `^	 -
of that absolute will produce a new jump history stack file without further
z
execution of the CUAS preprocessor. Once an absolute element has been created t
w!i^ich includes the CHAS cantincJency subroutine TIClINT, any sp_cific execution
of that absolute may be analyzed by copying it into the file TPF$ and execu- -,
F

















When the CURS detects an error ar option coni :lict condition, a message is
	
-	 generated which fully describes the condition, giving enough information to
a11ow the user to ta^:e remedial action. The CUAS utilizes dynamic core
expansion and may be executed from an EXEC 8 demand terminal. The CUAS will
	
.	 not expand core above 2OK when it is executed as a demand job, and an error
message is provided. Both the pre- and postpracessor require approximately
	






	^'	 The CURS is implemented far operation with FORTRANaprograms including any
	
-	 ^.t
UNIVAC 1100 ASSEMBLER programs which conform to FORTRAN conventions. The con-
	
-^`	 cept of the CURS should be applicable to any EXEC 8 single activity application 	 _
	
_	 f^	 program in which code and data have been separated sv that each may be recog- 	 -i ,^
	
}	 nized, i.e., I-BANKS ar^d I}-BANKS. The CURS, as im^,lemented, assumes that all
i=
	
•s	 the code for a user-supplied subroutine may be found in the absolute element
i'.
	;^	 I-BANK. The CURS will not operate properly with programs which involve multi-
activite::, reentrant code, multi banking, or common banks, and intermixed code
	





}	 The above restrictions were designed into the CURS after identifying the
^.:
potential users of the CUAS as FORTRAN application programs. The restrictions
seemed reasonable in view of the fact that the CUAS wi11 perform its intended
	
''	 purpose within the environment of FORTRAN application programs and globally
expanding the capability of the CllAS would significantly increase the execution
	




The execution overhead of the CUAS involves additional primary storage for the
contingency subroutine above that which would bE used for the standard con-
tingency subroutine NINTR$, and additional execution time to perform software
executions of an LiHd instruction. The primary storage overhead is always a
fixed constant, approximately 30U storage veils above the version of NINTR$
which would have otherwise been used by the application program. The user
may arrive at an exact figure by comparing the length of the NINTR$ version
_	
which he would normally use with the CUAS version of NINTR$. The execution
time overhead has been found to be approximately 1 r^illisecond total Standard
Unfit of Processing SUP) additional charge for each contingency interrupt
trapped. A SUP is used on UNIVAC EXEC 8 systems for determining computer
use charges and is comprised of CPU time, I/O time, and executive time. The



















execution of a program without the CUAS applied and the identical execution
	 ^-^
of that program with the CUAS applied. Additional SUP charges accrued when
the CUAS was applied were divided by the number of contingency interrupts to
^;
arrive at an average charge per interrupt. This technique was applied to
	 -
;`
several application programs to project an overall average expected execution
	 ^ `.
time overhead.	 -	 ^^
When the CUAS timing report is invoked by option C on the preprocessor execu-
`	 tian card, a very large JE{S file wilt very likely be created. The size is
dependent on the number of subroutine calls and returns trapped. The size of
the JFfS wi11 6e an order of seven times larger than it is when only subroutine
frequency is requested by no option on the preprocessor execution card. The
amount of data captured in a timing analysis wi7I require a considerable amount
of executive and I/O time and typically the user should expect an increase
of three to four times in the total charges to execute the program. An abso-
lute value cannot be placed on the increase since it is dependent entirely on
the number of subroutine tails in the program being traced. In general, the
	 ^	 -
CUAS should not be used to time long-running iterative calling loop programs
unless the execution test case invokes only one or two loops through the pro-
.	 gram. Such analysis will supply the user with the cost data for each sub-
routine and will not involve a large overhead.
	 .
4.3 ACCURACY/VALIDITY 	 `^
The CUAS was verified by applying it in the analysis of application programs 	 {.
whose execution characteristics were known. The results of the CUAS reports 	 '
for such programs were desk checked to ensure that they reflected accurately
what was known to have happened during the execution of the program.
4.4 COMPUTER IMPLEMENTATION
The CUAS is designed and programmed to operate only on llNIVAC 1100 series
computers which are operated with the UNIVAC EXEC 8 operation system. As of







,^	 , .	 .._,	 ^	 ^.-
._w_
__ ^.	 _
_. _._^_	 .: w .. _..----
	
r	
^ ---- —...... __
	






}^ ^ level D, UNIVAC FORTRAN V level E3 and UNIVAC ^IAP level 27.1. 	 The entire
?^i	 ^ `^: ^
'	 ^ Ct7AS is coded in the FORTRAN and ASSEMBLER languages with approximately 95
4	 '^
^,°, percent of the code tin FORTRAN. 	 The re^Ference version oi : the CURS was imple-
-
f	 -





































































.4. _.	 r	 ..: _.	 ^	 ._	 .:_	 ,	 . _	 .._	 _ ..
i	 ^^	 .
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^'^	 SET FIRST rt0
	






















































































^	 _	 _._	 ^	 _
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LOAD IN FILE ^FlS
^;
" JUMA TO ENTRY
-	 '<.

















►able 5-I describes all variables used in labeled COMMON bincks within the
CUA5 preprocessor and postprocessor. BLANK COMMON is not used in either
program, and the CUA5 contingency routine IICONT uses no GOMMON.
Table 5-II describes constants dei :ined by DATA statements in the CUA5 preproc-
essor main program (CUAPREPRO).
Table 5-III describes constants dei•ined by DATA statements in the CUA5 post-
processor main program ^CUAP5TPR0).
TABLE S-I.- VARIABLES IN LABELED COMMON










^^	 DESCRIPTION: ACWCNT is used for the communication of code access channel
	 ^ ^,















KACW	 8	 I^	 Cells l and 2 contain the base ^
<^	 -..
	 ^
offset and length of the access _^	 `.:..3
channel words.
	 Cells 3-$ are '"=^
used to contain up to two chap- ^z
3
nel ward directives. This array
is dynamically expanded in more ^`
I l ocati ons as needed. ! ^
^ ! ,^	 ^ ^ ; ^
1; ^ ^ ^ ;.
^'` i
^
^	 COMMON BLOCK NAME: GONTRL # `^s
(^ i4 ^.
^^ DESCRIPTION: CONTRL is used to retain general control information for the
^^












^ 1 TPSTOP 1 I The @XQT options, in master bit
.^





2 IPREOP 1 I The @XQT options, in master bit
-	 .
^^




3 IFWJHS 1 I The number of ^:he cell in the
^ jump history stack file where ,' ^ ^. .^
^	 : ; , i	 ^.
,
the first even cel Z i s located
,Y
f	 z











_.._.	 „ -.	 ....r
..	
'.	 ^ ^	 .
.r -,	
w^	











^ COMMON BLOCK NRME: JHSCNT
DESCRIPTION: JHSCNT contains information relating to the reading of the Cade
Usage Analysis 'System (CUAS) Jump History Stack File (JHSF). JHSCNT is used 	 ^	 -.
only in the CUAS postprocessor. 	 ^	 ^`^^
LOCATION	 NAME	 DIMENSION	 TYPE	 DESCRIPTION	 ^





ternal file nave used to refer-
^ -- `"ence the JHSF
I The length of the JHSF in 28-
ce11 nectars
T The number, relative O, of the
112-ce11 block of the JHSF naw
contained in the I/O buffer f
array IBUF
I The length, in cells, of the
block of tine JHSF naw contained 	 y
in the I/O buffer array IBUF
I An I/O buffer array far contain- {























.... ^.. ^3" _.... _
^^-t;^'
•	 COMMON BLOCK NAME: TABLES
DESCRIPTION: TABLES is used to retain the location and length of the diag-
nostic tables from an absolute element, and is used in both the CUAS pre-
-	 processor and pastprocessor. Primary storage for the diagnostic tables is
dynamically allocated, and TABLES does not contain any of the data, but Qnly
painters to the table locations in care and 'the Length of the tables,
LQCATION N►';ME DIMENSION TYPE;	 ^	 DESCRIPTION
1 IltN 1 I The name of the file which con-
tains absolute element diagnostic
tables
2-11 IADE l0 I The program file directory
entry for the absolute element
i2-39 IAEiD 28 I The first sector of the abso-
l^te element text
^- .^-:. ^	 4O-41 MSNT 2 I The base offset and length of
the segment name table
42-43 MENT 2 I The base offset and length of
the element name table
44-45 MBNT 2 I The base offset and length of
the bank name table
46-47 MSET 2 I The base offset and length of
the location counter table
48-49 MEPT 2 I The base offset and length of
the entry point table
_	
50-51 MSLT 2 I The base offset and length of







	 . _.^	 _.,^





























	TABLE 5-II.- DATA STATEMENT CONSTANTS IN GUAs pREPROGESSOR MAIN ^ROQRAf^	 /E
t{`
^
i	 '	 'C ^^^^
_;	 PARAf^ETER
^	 NAME	 VALUE	 DESCRIPTION	 ^
IOpTA	 (00020000000 )8 	 A bit mask used to extract the option




iOPTB	 (00010000000}8	 A bit mask aced to extract the option	 ^. __
B bit posi^^ion from an option cell in
master bit notation
IOpTC	 (000040000000 }8 	 A bit mask used to extract the option
C bit position from an option cell in
master bit notation
The alpha letter A
The alpha letter B
The alpha letter C
The alpha letters NINTR$
A bit mask used to extract the lower
18 bits of a cell
The alpha letters 'TpF'$'























-, TABLE 5-III.- t}ATA STATEMENT nEE'I^fED CONSTANTS IN






^; JFESASG - An array containing the character
'^ string '@ASG,R
	 JHS.'
IFRMSK (004112302700}$ A bit mask for checking a facility
^^ status cell
'^,: LTRS^I) 'NO' The alpha letters N0
r
:' LTRS(2} 'C' The alpha letter C
<'; LTRS(3) 'B' The alpha letter B





IOPT^J (000000000070}8 A bit mask used to extract the option






^^^^^i;:: IOPTG (000002000000}$ A bit mask used to extract the option
'^'
^-




;. IGOFE (777775777777)8 A bit mask used tv clear the option G
bit position from an option cell in
^.
master bit notation
_ IOPTX (000000000004}8 A bit mask used to extract the option
- X bit position from an option cell 	 in
^^;^ master bit notation
s. ^:
IOPTE 000070000000}8 A bit mask used tv extract the option



























IOPTS {DDODDDODD200}B A bit mask used to extract the option j
- S bi t position from an option cell i n -	 ^	 ^	 _,`
master bit nota ti o^^
IOPTB {ODDIDDDOODDD)$ A bit mask used to extract the option `	 ^"
B bit position from an option cell in
master bit notation ^	 -
IFWS^3HS 8 The integer value S 3	 ^- _.
_




JHS '^IHS' The alpha letters NHS


























Name {Title)	 - BD2FD {Binary Data to Fieldata)
t::
Programmer, Date	 - P. H. FEarsiey, March 1976
'	 Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1100 - Series






Subroutine BD2FD can^rerts the data and time entry from an EXEC 8 program site 	 `






name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 Type	 Description
IBDAT	 In	 i	 I	 Time in seconds past mid-	 _
night in hits 18-35,
	 ^`
month in bits I2-17, day in 	 _












-	 _	 ^ The binary values of the date and time are separated From the input param- ^ -;
stet IBDAT, and a fie7data character string of the corresponding numbers ^
-	 i
i






























-	 ,	 . ^.,..	 ._	 -,
,:
h*?	 Source Language





Subroutine BEJBSRT sorts a numeric integer array into ascending sequence and




CALL BUBSRT (IA, IP, NC, L, N)
Arguments:
'^^ ^.,' Parameter
name	 In/Out Dimension Typq
IA	 In	 Variable	 i
©ascription
The integer array to sort
IP In Variable	 I
NC In Variable	 I
The first array to be reordered same
as IA. See parameter N
The second array to be reordered same
as IA. See parameter N
L	 In	 i	 I	 The length of the array lA. If IP and/
or NC are used, then their lengths are
assumed the same as IA
N In 7	 I If i, do not reorder IP or NC
If 2, reorder IP only
If 3y reorder Aoth IP and NC
IA Out Variable	 I The sorted array
IP ('ut Variable	 I Reordered array











^	 Subroutine BUSSRT uses a bubble sort technique to reorder the integer array
	 -	 ^
I
TA into ascending sequence numerically. The arrays TP and NC are not sorted
^	 but strictly reordered in the same sequence as the array IA. For example,
if the sort o-F the array TA requires swapping the values in position i
	 r
and j, the values in position i and j of the arrays IP and NC are also
	 s
swapped. Tf the reordering of either IP, NC,' or both is not desired, these
	 ^ ^- -






































Name (Title) - CKD4LR ( Check Doliar) '	 '`
Programmer, Date - P. H. Horsley, Aprii i97^ °:^
•¢'	 ^ Machine Identif^cat^on - UNIVAC i144 - Series `^
^.:







Sabra tine CKDdLR dei^rmines if a fieidata $ cF^aracter is included in a two-
-- - cell array of fieidata characters. -	 ``
USAGE ,
^^
^^ ^	 Calling 5eguence
CALL CKDDLR (NAME, IRET}
Arguments:
w:.
""_ Parameter `	 '
' name	 rn/aut Dimension	 Type- Description ,
NAME	 In 2	 r The array of fieldata
characters to check fora ^	 -
$character
-^`^^ rRET	 Out i	 I d if na $ character found;
^
if i, array contains at






ThP twa-veil array of characters is inspected Pram left to right, with the
.f
scan terminating either r^hen a $character is found ar when all characters ':,

































- CLSEOR Close Output Routine}
- D. M. Braley, May'1973 '
- P. H. Horsley, - June 197'6
- UNIVAC 1180-Series
- UNIVAC 1100-Series Assembler
PURPOSE
Subroutine CLSEOR closes--a symbolic element in an EXEC 8 program file which
was opened with subroutine OPNEOR.
l3SAGE
^ Calling Sequence





	 Dimension	 Type-	 Description
$LAB	 -	 -	 -	 The label number to return





•	 Operati oval ,
Subroutine OPNEOR must be called to open the source element, and usually j^,
subroutine OUTTMG will be called to Insert source lines into the element r
























































- CSFER (CSF EXEC Request
- P. E^. 1•iorsley, May 1976
- UNIVAC 1I00-Series













































PURPOSE	 {_ _ .. ,='
Subroutine CSFER performs an executive request to the EXEC 8 entry point CSF$.
11SAGE
^ Calling Sequence









I	 Array containing control
	 .
card image for CSF$ formatted
^	 as described in U.P. 4144,
	 {
'^ Rev. 3, pp• ^-47 , 43	 ^ •	
i
z








.^ _	 , w.._	 _. ,_	 ,,:	 ;^;	 ^











Name (Title) - DISK^O (Disk Input Output}
F:^M
^^3 Programmer, Hate - P. ^i. Horsley, September 1975 ^
^^ N€achine Identifi cation - UNIVAG 1100 - Series




. Subroutine OISKIO will either read or write F'ASTRAND formatted secondary
-^
storage on UNIVAG 11fl0 EXEC 8 operating systems.
USAGE ^
^^^ •	 Calling Sequence
_ CALL DI5KI0 (IUN,
	







	 In Out	 Dimension	 T^rpe	 Description
IUN
	
In	 1 I	 Asix-character fieldata name of the
file name to read/write. 	 The name is_
expanded to 12 characters by subrou- -
tine DISKIO by adding six blanks.
t: IOP	 In	 1 I	 A 1 for write operation or 2 for read
operation. ^,
ISS	 In	 1 I	 The sector number relative to 0 at
- which to start the read or write -
- INS	 In	 1 I	 The number of 28 cell sectors to read/
write starting at sector ISS
_
t
^IRAY	 In/Out	 28*INS	 I	 If	 IOA = 1, the primary storage array
is transferred to secondary storage.
IY	 IOP ^ 2, the primary storage array
is filled from secondary storage.
	 The
- length of this array must 6e defined `>
.5-29	 _










In/Out Dimension ^^ T,y^e	 ©ascription
b the caller and must be ode uate to	 '^._^^^	 ',Y	 9
contain the number of 28 cell sectors
to be transferred.
ISTAT
	 Out	 1	 I	 The postive actual number of cells
'	 transferred if the operation completes
.	 normally, a negative number, same as
I/O error messages from tINIVAC Publica-
n on 47 44, Rev.. 3 , Appendi x C, i f the
I/O was not competed normally. A
positive number returned brat less than
28*IN5 indicates end of allocated mass
storage was reached during the transfer
and only the indicated number of cells
was transferred.
e Error Messages
Kane - errors indicated only by value of the parameter ISTAT upon return to
caller. ISTAT will be set to -100 if the value of the parameter IOP^is
neither 1 or 2.	 '
METt^OD
^ Model
Subroutine DISKIO creates an I/O packet for the read or write request atzd
then performs the actual i/0 operation with an Executive Request (ERA to
the ExEC 8 entry point IOW$. The variable ISTAT is set directly from the
I/O packet status cell before returning to the caller,
Subroutine DISKIO saves and restores all registers used interLnally.
e Reference
UI^IVAC Publication 4144, Revision 3, Section 6.3,5, pages fi-71 and
Appendix C.
^,^R4DUC^B^^ ^^' ^^

















- ELRPT (Error Location Report}
-	 - Programmer, Date
	 - P. Fl. Horsley, December ]975
^= Machine Identification - UNIVAC 1?OO -Series
^^'^' Source Language	 - FORTRAN U
_.
- PURPOSE
- Subroutine ELRPT produces the CURS error location report and is intended Far
'-:`
use only within the CUAS postprocessaY.
USAGE
_ ^	 Cal 1 i ng Seq^^ence
CALL ELRPT {IERR, I5TAT}
Arguments:
^..' Parameter
-	 ^' name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 T rye	 Descri^tian
IERR	 Out	 l	 I	 An error indicator, set nonzero to
- indicate an error and type




All of the labeled COMMON blocks TABLES and CONTRL are required (rei:er tv
labeled COMMON block description in table 5-T. 	 The data in both COMMON
blacks are used strictly as reference data and na output Pram the subrou-




^`;	 ^ Error Messages
^; :^	 None - ai1 errors are Indicated by a nonzero value of the parameter IERR.























^7FiS, and IERR=902 indicates that the required dynamic core could not be





Subroutine ELRPT scans the GUAS d^{S to locate error event cells entered in
the file by the CURS contingency routine IICONT. The content and format 	 ^ -..4';
of the JHS is presented in Appendix D of the CURS program documentation.
The type of the error is determined from the upper 18 bits of an error
^^
event cell and the address at which it occurred is determined from the ;;
lower i8 bits of the cell. The element within which the address is locat-
ed is determined by inspection of the location counter table in COMMON
block TABLES. As the JHS is scanned, segment load event cells are used 	 ^	 ^'
to maintain which segments of an overlaid program are loaded. This is 	 ^ '
done by calling subroutine SLTSET once for each segment load event cell	 ;,
encountered. The segment load table thus maintained is then used to re- 	 --
solve address ambiguities should any be enountered.
A walk back to the main routine is provided for each error located if the
trace has been requested and then only depending on the GUAS preprocessor
options. The preprocessor options are determined by inspection of cell 2	 ^
of COMMON black CONTRL. If either option A or B was specified to the CURS	 ^^	 ^^^^
preprocessor, the walk back is not performed in any case. If neither
option A or B was specified to the GUAS preprocessor, cell 7 of COMMON
black CONTRt is inspected to determine if the user desires the walk back
report. This cell reflects the options specified to the CURS postpracessar.
The walk back is performed by proceeding backwards in the ^]HS from the
point where an error event cell was encountered. Subroutine call event
cells are inspected to determine the calling sequence to the element within
which the error occurred. During this process, the external name table and
















^`^^ Subroutine E^RPT dynamically allocates the temporary storage needed in order ^';^
^'^: to produce the error location report, and then dynamically releases this core ,^_




GCORE and RCORE.	 The amount of dynamic core al'^ocated is dependent solely an ^	 ^'''




_ RESTRICTIONS ^	 -
a	 Operational
t
^`_ Subroutines SLTCLR, SLTSET, GCORE, and RCORE and Functions Il.LSF'T, iRRSFT,





































- FASLT (Fetch Absolute Segment Load Table)
Programmer, Rate	






Subroutine F{',SLT fetches the segment load table from an absolute element in an
EXEC 8 program file.
USAGE
^ Calling Sequence
CALL FASLT (IERR, ISTAT}
Arguments:
Parameter
dame	 In Out	 Dimension
	 Type	 Description
IERR	 Out	 i	 I	 Error condition indicator
ISTAT	 Out	 i	 I	 Value associated with error
condition
o Labeled COh^MON
Ali of the labeled COMMON block TABLES are required (refer to iabeied
COMMON block description in table 5-I}. The core to contain the segment
toad table is dynamically allocated with the location and length of the
table filled info array MSLT in iabeied COMMON black TABLES.
® Error Messages
None - ai7 errors are indicated by a nonzero ^ralue of the parameter IERR.
IERR=80I if the dynamic core needed to load the segment load table cannot
^. ,.,^'.
5•-35











^j	 -	 -	 l^
^,.:;
be allocated, in which case the parameter ISTAT contains the amount of




The segment load table is a part of an absolute element as prepared by the
llNIVRC MAP under EXEC 8, The con*e^Zt and format^of an absolute element is
described in Appendix C. The segment Toad table is extracted from the
con^;ro7 bank of tike absoiute element and read into a block of core which
is dyna^^icaliy allocated. The program rile and absolute e^,ement are deter-
mined from the data in labeled COMMON block TABLES.
RESTRICTIDNS
• Operational
Subrou^Cines DISKIO and GCQRE and function IRRSrT are required.
5-36





















-'	 Name (Tide) - FCODE (Fetch Code) ^f '-:,•
Programmer, Date - P. H. Horsley, August 1975
_
_'
•	 Machine Identification - UNiVAC 1100-Series




Subroutine FCODE locates the start of the I-BANK code of an element within an
_	 absolute dement residing in an EXEC 8 program file.
-.,
USAGE `=
^	 Cal l in	 Se uenceg	 g `^^^




name	 In/Dut Dimension	 Type Description -
= f	---
IWP	 In 1	 I The word number, relative `^'
0, of the segment name
table entry describing the
segment which contains the ''
^'
element
iE5	 In 1	 I The Primary storage address :-e
of the first location in
' the element's I-BANK ''
IEL	 In I	 I The primary storage length
'^
- of the element's I-BANK °;
IERR	 Out I	 I An error condition indi-
cator














All of the labeled COMMON blocks TABLES and AGWCNT are required (refer to
the labeled COMMON block description in table 5-I}. The data in COMMON
block TABLES is used strictly as reference data and no output of data
occurs through the COM«ON block. The array KACW in COMMON block AGWCNT is
used to returri to the calling routine the location of the element's I-BANK
code.
^ Error Messages
None - all errors are indicated by a nonzero value of the parameter IERR.
IERR-401 if the dynamic core needed to expand the array KACW is not avail-








name in table COMMON block TABLES, descr;bing the segment which contains
the desired element's I-BANK code. The access channel words {ACW's; for
that segment are inspected to determine the disk location of the element's
I'BANK code. Disk access directives are returned in COMMON block AGWCNT












. _:	 _. .^._
SUBROUTINE FNDELT
IDENTIFICATION
Name {Title}	 - FNDELT (Find Element)
Programmer, Date 	 - P. ^E. Narsley, April 1976
Machine Identification	 - UNIVAC 1104-Series
Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
Subroutine FNDELT locates (within the location counter table from an absolute
element) the entry describing the address of the program element.
USAGE
e Calling Sequence
CALu FNDELT (IADR, ISP, ISET, LENSFT, IRET)
Arguments:
Parameter
name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 ape
IADR	 In	 1	 I
ISP	 In	 1	 I
ISET In Variable	 I
LENSFT In l	 I
IRET Out i	 I
Description
The address for which the
location counter table
entry is to be found
Segment name table index




Length of location counter
table
Index of entry in location
counter table describing



































Name (Title) - GGORE (Get Care)
- RCORE (Release Core)
- LCORE (^,imits of Core}
- P. H. Horsley, March 1971;
- UNIVAC 1100-Series ,





The purpose of each of the three entry points -Fo71o^^^s:
Entry point GCORE dynamically allocates additional primary storage at the
end of a program's D-BANK, or extends the length of a block of primary storage
previously allocated by subroutine GCORE.
i
Entry point RCORE releases blocks of core which were dynamically allocated by
GCORE.
Entry point LCORE supplies information as to the core in use and the mode of
the job executing the program, either demand or batch.
IISAf^F







l I Set to l tQ request a new
block of core be allocated, 	 `"
set to ^ to request exten- 	
^ ;.•
sion of last blocEc alto-
sated
1 I The length, in cells, of
• the core to 6e allocated	 ^- -_ _^,
1lariable I The array name to be used




Z I The offset used from array 	 :;.
A to reference the dynamic 	 ^	 <^^
core.	 A(1^LOC} will E
^,`	 _^
reference the first cell	 ^---
and A(LEN-^LOC} wi 11 ref-
erence the last cell.	 If
parameter ITYP=O, LOC is ;,;
not set on return
-
_ The FORTRAN statement 	 -	 ^;:
label number to return to





















name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 ^e	 Descriptioni	 ^	 7
	
`^^	 INFO	 Out
	 5	 I	 INF'0(I ^=Job type, 4 for




	 batch, 6 for normal batch
INFO(2^=1'ota7 core in use
r"	 by program at time of call
'-'	 INFO(3)=Maximum core whichg..
GCORE will allocate far
caller. A demand job is






None - error conditions are detected only by entry point GCORE, and are
indicated by returning a negative value of the parameter I.00 and returning
to the statement number indicated by the parameter $E.AB rather than a nor-
mal return. The error condition is indicated by the value of the parameter
LOC, which may take on values as follow:
-1 = The length of the requested block would exceed maximum core restrictions.
^2 = The maximum number of blocks which GCORE can handle are currently
allocated. As of this writing, the maximum number is 20.
-3 ^ An add core to last block request was made, but no blocks have
been allocated by GCORE.
-4 = The parameter LEN is negative, no core was allocated.
METHOD
s Model
EXEC 8 allocates care to a user program in pages of 512 cells each, with
the programs T-BANK and D-BANK in disjoint sets of pages. The GCORE sub-
routine extends a program's Q-BANK only by allocating additional pages of
Cora at the end of the static D-BANK pages. Subroutine GCORE controls the
dynamic core by means of logical blocks which are of variable lengths as
specified by the calling routine. Once a block is allocated, it may be
extended only if it is the last block allocated by subroutine GCORE. A
nested block may be made the last block allocated by releasing all blocks
which were allocated after it.
`yT^^.	 ;
New pages are allocated or released dynamically by means of the EXEG 8
entry points MCORE$ and L.CORE$, respectively. New pages are allocated only







This subroutine may not be used to exceed the core limitation requirements }`
in force at the NASA/JSC I100/EXEG 8 com^u^i^g facility. A request for more
	 ^ ,
core than allowed a demand job will result^in an error return from sub- 	 ^	 -j
routine GGORE and no additional core wild be^aI^ocated. Subroutine GCORE	 'R	 ^
`,
is designed to aid the user in installing demand programs and conserving
storage resources through dynamically alIoca:^ing only that storage required
and/or allocating and releasing temporary storage arrays as needed, so that









_ ^	 _	 ';^:
	















Machine Identification ^ UNIVAC 1100 - Series .
Source Language
	
- UNIVAG 1100 - Series Assembier	 `a
i
PURPDSE
Subroutine GETOPT returns the @XQT options specified when the program caiiing
subroutine GETOPT was executed.
USAGE	 °, ,
e Galling Sequence




	R	 name	 In/Out Dimension Type .	Description
IOPT	 Out
	 1	 I	 The options in master bit notation
METHOD
a Model	 ^
Subroutine GETOPT does an executive request to the EXEC 8 entry point OPT$.
EXEC 8 returns the option cord in register A0, which is then stored in
parameter IOAT. Within IOPT, the options are specified in master bit
.
	
	 notation, that is, bit 25 is set on if option A was present and bit 0 is
set on if option Z was present.


















Name (Title)	 - IICONT ( Contingency Routine}
Programmer, Date
	 - P. H. Horsley, April 7976
Machine Identification - UNIVAC 1700 - Series
Source Language
	 - UNIVAC ]100 ^- Series Assembler
PURPOSE
Subroutine IICONT registers a contingency handler routine with EXEC 8 and traps
program contingencies when they occur during the execution of a program. Sub-
routine IICONT is intended for use with the CURS for creating a jump history
stack file of a FORTRAN application program execution. This subroutine contairis
no FORTRAN callable entry points.
USAGE




One cell must follow the LNlJ instruction as the return jump is to Xi7 ^ I.
METHOD
• Model
Every UNIVAC EXEC 8 FORTRAN main program includes a refierence to the
external NINTR$ as the first executable instruction of the program. The
.	 purpose of the subroutine containing the external name NINTR$ is to register
a contingency handler routine with EXEC 8. A contingency routine is
described in UNIVAC Publication 4I44, Revision 3, Section 4.9.
R standard contingency handler routine is provided in the UNIVAC FORTRAN
library. Subroutine ITCONT performs the same functions as the standard,
l
	







but has the expanded capability to create a^'JHS of^a FORTRAN program ex^
ecution. The JHS content and format as created by subroutine IICONT is
described in Appendix 0. The tracing of program errors is done directly
by trapping the errors in the normal way and then inserting this infor-
mation into the ^]H5. The tracing of subroutine calls and 3uri^ps is done
by z`nterpreting an illegal operator (IOPR) interrupt as an expected event
which signals that control is to be transferred to or from a subroutine.	
i
The transfer is performed by a software execution of the instruction, and
the fact that the transfer was made is inserted into the JHS.
	
:. _ _,
Subroutine IIGONT also contains the code for performing segment loads
when segment loading is by the indirect method, This code has the ex-






Ten cells are reserved immediately preceding the entry cell NINTR$. These
1O cells are used as a communication area between the CURS preprocessor
and subroutine IICONT. Any change in the length, location, or format of
these 10 cells will require compatible changes fie done in the C^lA5 preprac-
essor. The lO cells contain the fallowing information:
Cell	 Description
1-2	 The fieldata name of the absolute element within which
IICONT is contained
3-4	 The fieldata version name of the absolute element within
which IICONT is contained
	 ;:
5	 The time and date of creation of the absaiute element
6	 A sentinel cell set to the octal value (666666666666) by the
CURS preprocessor
5-50	 %^'RODUC^^L^ 0^ fi^I.




















^ ^^ ^ ^' {
^`{
}
: ^	 ^^^ ^ Cell	 Descriptio n
i
[,' 7	 The start address of the indirect load table in this absolute
^^	 ^ element ^'	 -






9	 The CUAS preprocessor options in master bit notation
^'.^ 10	 A sentinel cell set to the octal value X666666666666)
^_,
'',: When the CUAS preprocessor is executed, it examines cell l0 of the area
!'
^,::
and if it does not contain the specified sentinel, the preprocessor assumes f
^
,	 -
that the incorrect version of NINTR$ has been included in the absolute. y
_
I' The first nine cells of the area are filled in by the preprocessor as part
}^ of its task of modifying the absolute code.	 Cell 6 of the area is used
._
by subroutine IICONT to determine if the absolute element has been modi-
'^ fled by the preprocessor.
	
If the specified sentinel is not found in cell '	 1
`^	 ^;	 r
,` '^^
6, it is assumed that the absa1ute has not been modified. 	 If the code has
^
been modified, cells I-5 and cell 9 of the area are passed on the the CHAS
'" postprocessor by inserting them into the jump history stack file.
_
^^.
Any change of the location, order, format, or length of this 1Q-cell area ^	 .
without compatible changes in the CURS preprocessor will result in improper -
operation of the entire CUAS. X'
.^
- The timing subroutine contained within subroutine IICDNT is designed for
operation on the EXEC 8 operating system in use at NASA/JSC as of this
^ writing.	 The formulas used by this routine in e.omputing timing charges
may be found in Appendix A.	 The technique for determining time is, in























































1100 - Series Assembler
PURPOSE
4
The purpose of each of the four entry points follows:
Entry point ILLSFT performs a logical left shift an a single cell. Bit posi-
tions vacated are zero filled, bits shifted out are lost.
^.
	 Entry point IRRSFT performs a logical right shift on a single cell. Bit posi-
tions vacated are zero filled, bits shifted out are lost.
Entry point ICLSFT performs a circular lef^ shift on a single tali. Bits
shifted out of the upper left position are reentered at the lower right. 	
k
Entry paint ICRSFT performs a circular right shift on a single cell. Bits




-	 o Calling Sequence
I - ILLSFT (IVAR, NUB}
-	 Arguments:
Parameter





















_	 ^ Parameter - • ^	
3 	
^^
,^	 name	 In/Out Dimension Type Description
NiIB	 In ^ I The number of bit positions to shift
Deft in IuAR
I	 ^	 Out 7 I The shifted cell as the Function value.
^IVAR ^ s unchanged ^	 ^	 r1
f




Arguments: ^ i 'a
Parameter ^ --	 .^
^_	 name
	 InlOut Dimension Type. Description _
IVAR
	 In i I The cell containing the bits to shift ^	 -
right '
NUB	 In I I The number Hof bit positions to shift `	 `?
right in IVAR ^	 ^.;
I	 Out 1 I The shifted cell as the function value. .,,
IVAR is unchanged
f
I = ICLSFT (IVAR, NUB)
Arguments: .
Parameter
name	 In/Out Dimension ^e Description
IVAR	 Tn l I The cell containing the bits to cir-
cular shift left ►









.I ^ ICRSFT (IVAR, iiE1B)
Arguments: ^	 ^ -	 ^	 ^^.
Parameter
^	 ^	 name	 In Out Dimension Type . pescription


























^'	 NiJ6	 In	 1	 I	 The number of bit positions to shift^:
{"	 right in IVAR
^`^.:^
^: -
I	 Out	 1	 I	 The shifted cell as the function value.
^,	 I1lAR i s unchanged.
,::
r	 -
,'	 ^	 Error Messages
-^
<;
_	 None -for a17 four entry points, the value of the parameter NUB is checked
and if it is less than or equal to zero, or greater than 36, no shift is






All four entry points insert the value of the parameter NUB into the
appropriate machine instruction and then that instruction is executed to
perform the shift.
	
The shifted value is in register AO when the subroutine
returns to the caller.
	 The callin	 se uence to all four entrg	 4	 Y Points con-
form to FORTRAN conventions in that they are referenced by an tMJ instruc-
x.
Lion using Xll, and the return point allows for the FORTRAN walk back word.
_






































Subroutine LADTAB allocates primary storage for the diagnostic tables and




I	 An error condition indicator
I	 A status value associated
with the error condition
• Labeled COMMON
A11 of COMMON block TABLES is required (refer to the labeled COMMON de-
^.
	
	 scription in table 5-I). The size of the COMMON block is dynamically	 ^.
expanded to exactly contain the tables from an absolute element.












j	 None a all error conditions are indicated by a nonzero value of the param-
eter IERR. IERR-I O1 if the core for the tables could not be allocated,
in which case parameter ISTAT contains the amount of core needed. IERR-102
if the file references! is not a program file. IERR= 103 if no absolute
element exists in the referenced file. 1^ERR=lO^ if the absolute element
does not contain diagnostic tables.
METHOD
s Model
The sequence number of the last absolute eleineni: inserted into the program
file is determined from the program file header table. The sector address
and size of the diagnostic tables is determined from the header table for
the absolute element. Core is expanded t p hold the tables by calling sub-




















SUBROUTINE MINA	 E	 ^	
,.
^'	 IDENTIFICATION `^
'^	 -	 Name	 (Titled -MINT (Modify Instruction}	 .	
^	 r
^^
^:	 Programmer, Date - A.	 F!.	 Horsley, April	 1976	 `s	 `..
Machine Identification - UNIVAC 1100-Series a








Subroutine MINT scans the T-BANK code of an a^asolute element and modifies the











^	 Calling Sequence ^	 '^	 -^
`i




name	 Tn/Out Dimension Type	 Description
..
TOPTWD	 In l I	 The OX^T 0^3ti0n5 in master
	 ±.
bit notation
NTWD	 Out 1 I	 The index of the third cell
	 ^ ► 	 •
in the external name table
	 '.
fnr the name NINTR$ 	 '.'
^:	 IERR	 Out 1 I	 An error condition indicator 	 "i
kk









_^_._,^:....^..^.^.Y....,.w,.._ 	 .,,.w.. _.......,... .	 _.^	 . _. ..-	 -
^ Labeled COMMON
All of the labeled COMMON blocks TABLE5 and ACWCNT are required (refer to
the labeled COMMON black description in table 5-I}. The COMMON blocks are
used strictly as reference data, and no output of data occurs through the
COMMON blocks.
® Error Messages
None - all error conditions are indicated with a nonzero value of the pa-
rameter IERR. IERR=201 if dynamic core cannot be allocated far local




I	 The I-BANK code far each user-supplied element of the absolute is scanned
for LMJ instructions to an external reference and J instructions which
l
will transfer control outside of the element being scanned. These in-
structions are then modified by inserting into the operation field an
octal 7700 for an LMJ and an octal 7701 for a J instruction. Any element
which was obtained From the SYS$*RLIB$. file or any element which contains
a $ character within its name is not scanned and modified. Similarly, any
LMJ instruction which will transfer control to an address in such an element
is not modified. The element IICONT is not mortified and any LMJ to the
entry point NiNTR$ is not chanced to an illegal operator. A J instruction
is always modified if an index register is used in forming the jump to
address. When no index register is ^.^sed, the instruction is modified only
if the jump to address is outside the range of the element containing the














FUNCTION NGET,^ ^	 ,^
:^.
IDENTIFICATION ^	 4 ^
3
}! Name (T^tle)	 - NCET (Next Get)
Programmer, pate	 - P. H. Horsley, Decer^ber 1975
^"^t^.
Machine identification - UNIVAC 1100 - Series
^';^
^






. Function NCET ret^.rrns to the caller a single cell of the Code Usage Analysis
_ System (CURS) Jump History Stack File (JHSF) as the value of an integer func- 	 -














NB	 In	 1	 I	 The number of the desired cell from
^^ the JHSF
$LABEL	 In	 1	 I	 The label of the statement returned to ^d
if the requested cell	 is outside the




Out	 1	 I	 The content of the requested ce]1 from
the JH5F
_ e	 Labeled COMMON
All of COMMON block JH5CNT is required (refer to the labeled COMMON
description in table 5-I^. 	 COMMON block JHSCNT is used strictly for





















None - if the caller attempts to reference a cell outside the JHSF limits,
a nonstandard return through parameter 2 is performed.
METHOD
• Madel
Then function NGET is called, the variable NSIJNS is examined and if zero,
NGET assumes this is the initial call to the routine. The first four
sectors of the JHSF are retrieved and the variables NSIJFiS, IBIMAI, and
LBIMN are initialized. Once these variables are initialized, the first
call and succeeding calls determine the block number within which the
requested cell, in parameter NB, is contained. A block is defined as four
28-ce11 sectors as 112 total cells. If the necessary block is currently
in the i/O buffer array IBUF, as indicated by the variable IBIMN, the
requested cell is retrieved and returned as the value of the function.
If the necessary block is nat in the I/O buffer array IBUF, the block is
retrieved from the Ji^SF and the variables IBIMN, LBIMN are updated. The	 "
variable LBIMN reflects the actual length of each I/O transfer which could
be fewer than four sectors if a request exceeds the length of the JHSF but
starts within it.
The first four cells of COMMON block JHSCNT must be initialized prior to
the first ca11 to function NGET.
RESTRICTIONS
^ Operational
The subroutine DISKIO is regaired. The named %OMMON block JHSCNT is con-
sidered the sale property of this function and no other subroutines of a
program which use the function should alter the content of the COMMON
block in any way except to set initial values in it prior to the first
call to function NGET. Failure to adhere to this restriction will result




















`:	 `;-;	 - Name (Title} - OPNEOR {Open Output Routine}
^^ Programmer, Gate - D. M. Braley, May 7973
" Author, Date - P. H. Horsley, June 1976
Machine Identification - UNIVAC 1140-Series
Source Language - UNIVAC 1100-Series Assembler
^-
PURPOSE
5ubro^^tine OPNEOR oepns a symbolic element for line image output into an







name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 Type-	 Description
$LAB	 -	 -	 -	 The label number to return
to if element is not
successfully opened






^ OReratior^al	 ' ^a
The subroutine RTAB^E must be called to initialize the element d7rectory 	 _




















'^"	 Name	 {Title) - OUTING (Out Image} '	 `;
-_	 Programmer, Date - D. M. Braley, May 2973 :^^,
Author, Date -' P. H. Horsley, June i97G
^^	 Machine Identification - UNIVAC 1100-Series
^.	 Source Language - UNIVAC 1100-Series Assembler
PURPOSE
'-^
Subroutine OUTING inserts a single line image into a source element which has ^^





^	 Caliing Sequence =^
E	 CALF. OUTING tIMAGE, $LA8) '`
Arguments:
Parameter
name	 In/Out dimension	 Tye ^	 Description
IMAGE	 In l4	 I The line image to insert into ^:
` the element, containing six
fieldata characters per call
$LA8	 - -	 - The label number to return








The UNIVAC-supplied package SOR 7s used to insert a source image into an
























NAME (Ti ti e) 	 -PARTBL (Part Tabl e)
;
`'t:.
Programmer, Date	 - D. M. Braley, May 1973 s1^
Author, Date	 - P. F!. Horsley, June 1976
Machine Identification	 - UNTVAC 1100-Series
Source Language	 - UNIVAC 1100-Series Assembler -	 -
:^
PURPOSE ;.
^^>	 Subroutine PARTBL defines the array PARTBL for use by the UNIVAC SOR package =.:^





This routine contains no FORTRAN callable entry points.
	 It should be in an






The symbolic name PARTBL is defined as an external address, and 40 cells
of primary storage under location counter 0 are reserved, starting at the ^^,	 ^`
.fie
address.	 The format of the array PARTBL is documented in U.P. 4144,























Name {Title} - PRE^RR {Pre-Error} r	 :'`
Programmer, Date - P. H. Horsley, April 7976
Machine Identification - UNIVAC 7100-Series
Source Language - FORTRRN V
PURPOSE











name	 In/Out Dimension	 Type Description	 ^_
IFRR	 In 1	 I^ A number indicating the
routine in which an error
occurred and the error
	 -	 -
tYPe	 ^,d;,
ISTAT	 Tn l	 I Descriptive information
about the error































Each error-producing subroutine of the C!!AS preprocessor is assigned a
unique routine number. when such a routine.detects an error condition,
an error cell is set with the detecting routine number (DRN) and the
error type ^ET^, The two numbers are combined in the one ce17 by the
'formula IERR=DRN*100-^ET. Subroutine PREERR decodes the errar cell, which
is passed to it as parameter IERR, and prints the appropriate error mes^
sage format. The parameter ISTAT is used to pass any additional needed
information to be printed in the error message. This technique of handling
errar messages allows far a77 error formats to be included in one element
which may be inserted in an overlay segment and is thus never loaded unless
an errar is detected during processing.
RESTRICTIONS
e Operational
















`''	 ^	 SUBROUTINE PSTERR
-:
-	 IDENTIFICATION
Name (Title)	 -^ PSTERR (Post Error)
-	 Programmer, Date 	 - P. H. Horsley, May 1976





Subroutine PSTERR prints all error messages for the Code Usage Analysis
System ^CUAS) postprocessor,
USAGE
-	 o Calling Sequence
CALL PSTERR ^IERR, ISTAT)
Arguments-
Parameter
name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 Type







A number indicating the
routine in which an error




All of the labeled COMMON blocks TABLES, JHSCNT and CONTROL is required.
-	 The data in these COMMON blocks is used strictly as reference information,











This routine prints error messages for the total CURS postprocessor, with
_	 the messages fully descriptive of the error which has occurred,
METHOD
'	 • Model
Each error-producing subroutine of the CURS postprocessor is assigned a
unique routine number. When such a routine detects an error condition,
an error cell is set with the detecting routine number ( DRS]} and the error
type (ET}. The two numbers are combined in the one ce11 by the formula
IERRWDRN^l00kET. Subroutine PSTERR decodes the error ce11, which is passed
to it as parameter IERR, and prints the appropriate error message format.
The }iarameter ISTAT is used to pass any additional needed information to
be printed in the error message. This technique of handling error messages
allows for ail error Formats to be included in one element which may be
inserted into an overlay segment and is thus never loaded unless an error
is detected during processing.
RESTRICTIONS
d Operational










Name (Title}	 - PTABLE (Part Table)
-	 Programmer, Date
	 - D. M.	 Braley, May 797."-.
Author, Date	 - P.	 H.	 Horsley, ^3une 1976 ^+
` '	
Machine Identification
	 - UNIVAC 1100-Series
^.
Source Language




Subroutne PTABLE initializes an externalized array named PARTBL for the
UNIVAC source element creation package SOR.
;^
USAGE _	 -
s	 Calling Sequence ^	 '^
CALL PTABLE (I0,




	 Type Description -
TO	 In l	 I Selection option,
0 = insert options word _
iota the packet
1 = Source input
2 = Source output '^'
IOPT	 Tn 1	 I 1 for data input if file
name, 2 if element packet,
3 if both
' :^
INOUT	 In 1	 i 0 = move data from PARTBL
into IPKT










name	 In Out	 Rimension
	 Type	 Rescription
IPKT	 In/Out	 l2	 I	 The packet which describes
the element, which 6ecames
cells 2-13 of array PARTBL.
METI^OD
e NEodel
Subroutine PTABLE initializes an externalized array of data which the
UNIVAC SOR package uses to create a new source element in an EXEC 8




The subroutine PARTBL is required which contains the externalized array
PARTBL. This routine is normalcy used in conjunction with subroutines
OPNEOR, Ol1TIMG, and CLSEOR, with the fallowing calling sequence.
CALL PTABLE (IO, IOPT, INOIIT, IPKT)
CALL OPNEOR ($i00)
CALL OUTIMC (IDAT, $l 00)
	 ;i call per line}
cAL^. O^rlr^o (TRAY, $loo)
	 .
cALL cLS^oR ($100)
At this point, a new source element has been inserted into a program file in






























-^;` Nave {TitIA):	 - SLRPT {Segment Loading Report}^






- UNIVAC 1100-Series ^	 .1
^'	 ^
^^
Source Language	 -FORTRAN V
^^ PURPOSE
j Subroutine SLRRT produces the CURS segment loading report and is intended for	 _
^^
^^'
use only with the CURS postprocessor.
f
^. USRGE
o	 Gal l i^ng Sequence ^
^^ CALL SLRPT {IERR, ISTAT} ^'^
Arguments:
`l.._. Parameter
name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 Type Description
IERR	 Out	 1	 I An error indicator, set 	 '
. nonzero to indicate an	 -
error and type
" ISTAT	 Out	 l	 I R status flag associated




Ail of the labeled GOTiMON blocks TABLES and CONTRL are required {re,Fer to 	 '
^'
^"
labeled COMtdON black description in table 5-I), The data in both COMMON
















None - ail errors are indicated by a nonzero value of the parameter IERR.
IERR^1001 if an I/O error occurred on f^i1e JHS. IERR=1002 if dynamic core	
r`
is not available -Far local storage arrays, in which case ISTAT contains
	
;^




Subroutine SLRPT scans the CtJAS JHS to locate segment load event veils
entered in the file by the CiIAS contingency routine IICONT. The content
and format of the JHS is presented in Appendix 0. A sum of the total
loads for each segment is maintained and once the entire JHS has been
scanned, a report of the total loads for each .segment is reported. The
subroutine which when cailec^ resulted in a segment being loaded is deter-
mined from the subroutine call event cell in the JH5 immediately following
a segment load event veil. This information is also included in this
report.
The names of the segments and subroutines are determined by correlating
indexes and addresses respectively with the segment name table and external
name table in COMMON block TABLES.	
.^
Subroutine SLRPT dynamically allocates the temporary storage needed in
order to produce the segment loading report, and then dynamically releases
the storage once the report is finished. This is accomplished by using
the subroutines GCOR >w and RCORE. The amount of dynamic storage allocated
is dependent solely on the size of the diagnostic tables from the absolute
element for the program under analysis.
RESTRICTIONS




















- SLTSET (Segment Load Table Set)
- SLTCLR {Segment Load Table Clear)
- P. H. Horsley, September 197b
- UNIVAC 1100-Series
- FORTRAN V
Entry point SLTSET updates the segment toad table such that it ret'iects the
7naded segments of a segmented program. .
Entry point SLTCLR resets the segment load table to initial load conditions,
that is, only the root segment of a segmented program is loaded.
USAGE
^ Calling Sequence
CALL SLTSET {rSLT, LSLT, rSEG)






LSLT	 r	 The segment load table which
is updated and returned to
the caller
1	 r	 The length, in ce71s, oi: the
segment lead table
1	 I	 The index oi• the segment
which is to be indicated as





...	 r,^_	 _,..__	 ..^.^	 .__..	 ,.,.	 ._.	 .^	
-	
___..


















^; '`; ^ ^u^l7aUTINE suPTIM E^:^ ^: ^
i
TDENTI^ICATTON ^, ^'	 ^:
blame ^Ti tl e^ - 5UPTIM (SUP Time} ' 3
I Programmer, Date - P. ». parsley, F'ebru^ary1916 ,	 I ^	 _	 ,
t_^. Machine Identification - UNIVAC iIOO-Series'







^^^ Subroutine SUPTIM retrieves the total Standard Unit of Processing (SUP) '^y	 ^
charges for an EXEC 8 jab at the time of the"call to the subroutine.
^^
USAGE
"` ^	 Calling Sequence `?















ICCER	 Out i	 I	 The executive time in 2OO ,^
,",
^; microsecond increments ^^ ^	 ^	 ^'^-z












'-^ The charges for a job running under EXEC 8 are maintained in an EXEC 8 '> '^
' controlled list calied the Program Control Table (PCT). 	 Subroutine SUPTIM ^}
i	 l ^ "
!s references the PCT to retrieve the time charges for a job. 	 The PCT is ^
^	 :
=
available for reference by an application program as a read-only D-SANK.











.,	 _ . ,	 _	 .	 .
:^
^.,..fl
5^abroutine SUPTTE^ reads the PCT by dropping the control D-SANK and basing
	
';;;'^j	 the PCT oti the primary Processor State Register (PSR}. The control D-BANK
_., y
is rewbased an the primary PSR prior =Eo returning to the caller.
RRSTRTCTTONS
^ Operational
The UNTVAC LDS instruction is used to base the PCT and the address of the
PCT is supplied by the UNTVAC NiAP in the external address tag RPCTA$. The
effective PCT address is RPCTA$-1 on the 1108 hardware and the RPCTA$ on
the lll q hardt^are, thus a different version of this routine is required
for each machine. The CAU time is also maintained in a different manner
on the 1110 than it is on the 1108. Two versions of subroutine SUPTT{^
are available, one for the lil0 and one for the 1108, and are distinguished
_--	 ^	 by the version names U1108 for the 1108 version and UlllO for the 1110.
The formulas used by subroutine SUPTTM far calculating SUP charges may be
	
















^^ Name	 - SUSRpT ^5ubroutine Usage Report)
^^;	 ^ Programmer, Gate 	 - P.•H. Horsley, May 1976
{^^` Machine identification















^Subroutine 5USRPT creates a source element in a UNIVAG EXEG 8 program file, {
i,









r` analysis by the CUAS postprocessor. ^,
F.
^`^F USAGE 'i	 =^'^;
1-
a	 Calling Sequence ^^	 ,.^
;- ^
'^-^








^` name	 in/Out	 dimension 	 T	 e Description
fi
'. iERR	 Out	 l	 I rAn a ror condition indicator ''`^	 ,
-1








All of the labeled GAMMON block TABLES is required (refer to labeled GAMMON
i
' black description in table 5-i}. 	 The data in the COMMON black is used























e.	 Erra^ Messages ^
None .. all errors are i ndi Bated by a ^nonzera value o-F theparameter TERR.
IERRw7 1OI . if file: ^B^ was not s;.^ccess^ul^y assigned, in which case T5l'AT
..; ^ ^	 ^a
-
_	 ^,	 ^_:
contains'.^he facility s^a^t^s hits far re^e^tiori. 	 TERR=1102 if roo name Was ^
.._
=
sup^7ied for the source element to be created. 	 IERR^l003 i^ an T/4 error





Subroutine SE^SRPT i ni ^i;al ly attempts to dynami cad ly assign i'i l e DBE
exclusively:	 Tf tie file cannot be assigned exclusively, execution is
suspended far 30,000 milli^^c4nds and then another attempt is made to
assigned exclusively,	 A source element is then Opened in the file,-and
the names of subroutines used and not used are inserted into the file, one ^
names of subroutines used and not used are inserted info the file, one _^ ^;'^
source Line per subroutine name.	 Once the element is created; the file ^#	 1










'' Subrouti nes CSF^^R; ^iAT7^R, 1,CORE, PTABLE, OPNEOR, O111'TMt^, Ci.5E0R, and
;



















Hamer (Ti^1e}	 A WAITER tWait Exec Requests	 ^	 ',^	 ^^






Source Language	 - U^dIVAC 1100-Seri es ^ Assembl er	 ^ Fp^ ^	 :; ^^
i4
























"^' ^	 name	 In Out	 I}imension	 ^	 []ascription
ITIME	 In	 l	 I	 The time, in milliseconds,
for program execution to
be delayed. The upper




An executive request is performed to the EXEC 8 entry point TWAIT^ with

















Subrot^t^ne KRRPT produces the^CUAS externa^'refsrence repar^ and is intended























^,	 ,^ PaY^ame^er _ ^^
}^









Dut	 l	 7 An errov^ indicator, set ^
i. -




array and type i^
4E ^ IS7AT flat	 1	 I A status Flag ,. associated ^t ^'	 ..







r	 Label ed CDMMDIV	 ^ !	 j '_^
.^
Rll ofi the labeled COMMOPI blacks TABLES and 04N'TRL are - re^u^red (refer to 9^ -	 k









..,	 ^ through the COMMON blocks.





(Y 'p,A (^^S	 ^ ^^^y i	 4 a






The prepracessar execution options, which are avaiia6le in CaM^ION block
;^	 CONTRL, are examined to determine the tyke of report to be produced. The
.]HS 'is scanned to obtained data about the ^ro^ram execution under analysis,
The content and format of the JHS is presented in Appendix D.
If option G was specified an the postpracessor execution, bits ifi and 17
of the date cell of each element name entry are used to indicate if the
element was used {O1}, not used (10} or nonuser-supplied element (00}.	 ';
This data i^ . -. used by subroutine SUSRRT to generate a source element core 	 "^^''
_tai ni'ng the_ r^ar^es; of subroutines used and not used ,





order to produce the external reference report, and then dynamically re^
leases. the storage-ante the report is finished. Thzs is accomplished by
using 'the subroutines ^CORR and RCORE. The amount of dynamic storage
allocated is dependent solely on the size of the diagnostic tables from




The subroutines GCOTiE, RCORE, SLTCLR, SLTS^T, CKDOLR, BA2^'R, FNDELT, and
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^ ^^ 5.5	 SAMPLE; RUN - S7'R^AMIgUTPUT 1
;..i
a
^ -Thy foiiowin^ pages contain the reports generated 5y tie ^l1AS'postprocessor
-
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	 @RUN ^	 ^^i R _ E
2.	 @ADD; P	 FM9^5VDSDEGKS. SEi'UP/i^537
.E 3.	 @t?fAp,S	 FMS*^^Ih[P,T.SVDS.,RO: ,50. -	 - ^
`{'•	 ^J\^T	 .SUDS.:	 -	 -	 - ^	 '.









^. i _	 U•	 @MRP^S	 .SI.SV^Si,RC.,SO. ^^.
.	 i 9,	 @XQi',C	 F1^L^L7gS51 ^PHPA: CUA. PREPRO ' ^^.





	 FML-L7935i *PEiPA. CUAPSi'PRQ 	 -




^.1-	 hfl .:	 - ''^	 .:ji^..;.
^
I
`l:_.^' Note that statements 7; 9, i 0, and i 2 a re inGiuded soi ei y far the t^se of the «ttt
^^:
' EUAS on the absoiute eiemertt SVDSi in ^iie TPF^.
	 Thy C option on s^ater^eDt !^`;;
9 invoices the subroutine i;^ming option o^ the CUAS. 	 Statement i0 ovet^rides
^
'	 '
^^ the default size of the . -^iie JHS and specifies a maximum size of i0 tracks. ^<;
^^^	 -^: once is tracKs'of
- data have been coiieeted, program analysis"wiil germinate
^;
^l	 -
;; automaticaiiy. 4	 ,^g^s,:
{ ^<<	 ,I;	 .
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EThis appendix covers the technique used 6y EXEC 8 at NASA /^15C for maintaining	 ^,
Standard Unit of Processing charges for an application program. The accu- 	 `^	 ;`^
mutation of these charges is the basis for charging application programs far	 -^`'^
the computer resources needed during their execution. The data presented 	 i	 -
--.._=







	 Standard Unit of Processing, a unit devised to provide a consistent ^ 	 ^	
-F
.^	 ^!
-	 ^^	 measure of computer service as viewed by an application program	 '^
running under EXEC 8.	 ^
`.	 1:.
;' ^^	 PCT	 Program Control Table, a table maintained by EXEC 8 and containing 	 '^
^k	 ^^^:
3t	
control information about a specific fob running under EXEC 8.	 `^
!:	 `^	 ^^
CAU





Processing Unit (CPU}.	 '^
t
j	 ER/CC
	 Executive Request /Control Card, a designation for a computer 	 '_
^-^	 `"^






Input/Output, a computer service in which data is moved between 	 }°^	 '`










^?	 ^	 charges in any or all of three categories which are charges for CAU, charges 	 =^ ^	 ^'^
^:^	 for ER/CC, and charges for I/0.	 The charges in each category are expressed 	 ^	 '.'^
;;
in a common unit called a 5UP second.	 EXEC 8 maintains the 5UP chargES
accrued for a job in the job's PCT, which the job may reference but not
	 '.	 `:.
'^ _mot.




_^	 y	 y^.	 _	 ..	 -_	 _..n_	 .,.	 _	 _	 r.	 ._..	 ,...	 _.	 ..,
_	 _	 ''^5^
A.4 CAU Tx^IE ON UNIVAC 111Q
When configured on UUTVAC 1110 hardware, EXEC 8 maintains a storage reference
counter for primary storage in PCT location 118 and for extended storage in
PCT location 1'19. The SUP time is calculated from these counters as indicated
by the fallowing equation.







TCAU	 SUP charge for CAU in 200 microsecond increments
SP
	= Primary storage reference taunter from PCT cell 178
5e
	^ Extended storage reference counter from PCT ce71 119
A.5 CAU TIEiE ON UNTVAC 1105
When configured on UN^VAC 1108 hardware, EXEC 8 maintains CAU time in cell
2^ of the PCT. The time value in this ce11 is the SUP charge far CAU in
100-microsecond increments. The SUP time is calculated from the following
equation.



























l 22 Transfer rake far exirended storage '
2 ^	 '	 82	 ` , Transfer raise °far 432 - drum	 ^ ` ,
. 3 82 Transfer-rate for 7782 drum	 -
4 229 Transfer rate far 8440 disk ^_	 ;^
5 ^	 14O Transfer rate_for 8414 disk .
S 200 Transfer rate for UlSC tape drive
7 . ^ 229 Transfer rate -for 84fi0 disk
8 625	 , .l`rans .fer. rake far U8C tape„ d; ive '^	 ^^
9 '..700 transfer rate far U12C ; tape :drz^e	 ^ 4
70 X000 Transfer rate for all other devices ':^
^°
The transfer rates . ^'or eac^ , .sactor .are.i n IOO^nanasecand .increments .	 The `.
total ^/.0 time, is calculated. i•rom the following; equation.
' 1.0
T I^a =	 DTi^/-2000	 -





T 5UP cP,arges for I/O in 20O-microsecond increments '°
I/O
DTi =Devise grasp SUP charges in 100-nanosecond increments
A.8 TOTAL SUP CHARGES
,^	 ^^
The^tvtal SUP charges fir a fob may be calculated. by the following equation.
s


























= Total SU p charges in 200-microsecond increments
'
= Fatal CAU SUP charges in 200-micrvseco^id increments 	 '^	 ^ -^
= To^a1 ER/CC 5UP charges in 200-microsecond increments	 ^'



































?' . ' ^,
^^e





TEST CASE ELEMENT FORMAT
B.l APPLICATION
This appendix covers the content and format of the test case usage source
element as created by the Code Usage Analysis System (CUAS} postprocessor.
The element includes the names of subroutine elements called and not called
for the execution o^F a specific set of test case data by an application
program.
B.2 GENERAL DESCRIPTION
The test case element is created as a source element in a UNTVAC program
File with the UNIVAC program file maintenance package SOR utilized to generate
the element. The element is created in the internal file name 'DBF' with
the element nave assigned by the user and the version name of rTESTCASE'.
	
^	 The first record in the element is the text FSU$ROUTINES USED BY TEST CASE
	
•'^^.	
XXXXXXXX' where XXXXXX represents the element name supplied by the user. The
next n records of the element each contain the name, date, and time of crea-
tion of a.subroutine element used by the test case, .'
	 n is the number of
subroutines used. Following the n records of subraut,^ • ^:, ^.	 ,. a record
with the character '^' in positions 1-36 and then a recor^u ,^^^n the text
'SU$ROUTINES NOT USED $Y TEST CASE XXXXXXXX' where XXXXXXXX represents the
element name supplied by the user. The next ^ records of the element each
contain the name, date, and time of creation of a subroutine element not used
by the test case where j is the number of subroutines not used. Following
the j records of subroutines not used is a record with the character '^' in











































^ SUBROUTINE USED B^ TEST CASE XXXXXXXX ;.^
l
2 SUBNAI^ Z • 	 MM/DD/Y`^ 	 HE{,MNf;SS






n^2 ^	 SUBROUTINES NOT USED BY TEST CASE XXXXXXXX i	 ;;
n+3 SUBNAMI	 MM/DD/YY
	 H1^:MM:SS ^^
`	 ^ n+4 SUBNAM2	 MM/DD/YY	 HH:MM:SS
n-^j SUBNAM^	 MM/DD/YY	 HH:MM:SS '^ k ^	 ::
n+j+^ ^^x^r*^*^x^*^^^^^*^^:^*^^ 	 36* ^	
:^
where
XXXXXXXX = User supplied name
























This appendix savers the format of an absolute element as produced by the
}{	 UNTVAC 1100 series Memory Allocation Processor ^(NG4P), level 24 or later,
^'	 and is compatible only with EXEC 8 level 3Q ar later. The format presented
.., is that of an absolute element in an EXEC 8 program file as placed there by3:;
;,,:., the UN^VAC MAP. The presentation assumes a general fcnowledge of the funs-
``	 tion and use of the UNIVAC ^^AP and EXEC 8 program files as presented in
UNIVAC Publication 4144, Revision 3. The remainder of this appendix is a
^:^	 presentation of the format of an absolute element as it is produced on the
^:

































UNTVAC EXEC 8 ABSOLUTE ELEMENTS
.^
	
'	 ^3eru3er, Table 	 .
.	 ^	 . • • ' ' ^^1t Laad Table
^.	 ...®....	 ^...m..^...
	
^stseost Sank Y+f:at ^ 	 `•	 ^	 .
	
,.	 1
•	 ^	 ^	 ..	 k^tn Sepaat ^	 ^	 • .
•	 ^	 •,
^^ ^t F^'oinL^ Tablet 
^$^^^*^.._ .^.r ^^.,
.	 +, Cts^mon Mask Table iCD1^St e 	^^W .
.	 . ^^ . , ^ter^^ Reference Tabls ia^'" :^•^^
.. ^• ^. 3^adlseet Lae. Tsbla +^ ^ ^.^`^"	 "••^""•.•
..• ^tat3B ^baC1C Po^n$ar Table rear
	
^^	 .
..	 ^tatle i{a3Ybactt Text^^	 ^	 .
Se^atat Namo Table (3HT)^n	 ^	 .
. '	 -	 ^3a^snt ^m Table iSTP} +^#	 ^	 .
	
• ^	 ^ett^	 a Table iSNT) R-r+
	..	 - . ;	 ' . .
•^	 ^	 1+D^a$tRa Counter Table (LCT) ^	 ..
	
^#^ Fosnt r^aae Table ir^rrr) ^+^	 ^ .








































^	 ^' - ^6
,^^




•.	 '	 ^sattnal	 {^^!'l/IjMw+V1.Mq^MM
	
a
EDI-	 FSRFff BDI- a3ti	 PSRMB
HDI..I	 P5RU2 BDI-In	 F5Ri3D
•
HDI-Contro	 8	 Start Acidrea
8eotor Addrena aP ^'.ain Se^aant	 ACSda Por Initially Leaded ^3anice
YIa. a! 1 cord SLT ,Entries ^	 central sank SLT Lettdth
M9.a. Abaalutf kddr !ar ( H2j Initial I Sire in PS	 (Storage Blocks)
'	 .	 "	 • Init3a7. 18iae _ No Pr®lerause
'	 " . •Iaiti,ai. Y Sia^e In F5	 .
.	 ° Initial D SS$e ^ FS
,	 '	 ..	 ' . Init3 .al. L1 53ae - No Pratareace
'	
a	
- In9.timl It Si$b la E5 `	 .
T^s snd Data a! lbaalute Elamdat Croatian ^ 	 •
Fi^.r^ata • RT.7}t^ ID	 ^	 ..
Maas o^ eY•!AP in Master Dit Natntiea
































ilQ. Wi ^^t^ ^^.rgaS VQ^31ML^^ ^li.[^S '"' •t y°^ M1dra^®
Ra. o! CC&441^ mtriss Caatrol Bask CCk^^T; ddds°ess
]^o. a!	 ^trioa Control Bank IRF.'F^ lddress
So. cf Iadireat Load Te^bla Pbtriea Cvntrcl Haab I]Ta T4L].® dddreoa
Ward Langtla o! LCS Word Lat^gth of BNT	 '
Word Length o! SH3'	 ^ Nar$ Len,3th a! }BHT
Word Lsngtka a! F^Nr Nord Les'^th o! Walkbani^ T®xt,
hard Length o! A89Y 4Iard Length a! ALT 	 ^	 •
C .•. a •	 •Tots .1^ Mass 5tvraga hard LengLL o! Elesaent	 '




























•	 ^	 E ^ Set i^ the SDY fi •^ as ^ 8AT ^T'.^ ^eaeut Way Tpble '
^	 ...
SI.T - 3egaeat Land Y'^.b3a	 ^ ^HP s 8m4xy ^ia^ tame 7.'ablm
^;	 • 4	 ^	 ' •LCl.- bacati^n . Countis TabZa	 1859' - Abso^.txE^ Wslgm. R'abla
'	 ^	 Btu « 9an3c ^a ^CRhI!
	 ^.$ - Sank •Load Takla










Daak Iaaod llab].a tort	 ^	 •
	
•.	 ^
'	 EST	 ^	 9ffiC^x ADFIR, d^' BARES t^liI2d SEG^D^ ACW3
• '!'?^^	 '.F?i^.	 BLOI:t SIZE	 SE^Ft L^47EFi.('E^ B3T FIELD)




• • •	 ^dg ^b •+	 ]i Y8 ► DFiA14S
^: 33 •- id3IT^ P^1DT'EC1' Sir ^aa ^	 ^	 ' ^	 •J•
. io c;g •S^^lavaT
•.•	 • l9 w ^833"W gTiTla2'y ^$^ri.$s	
e	
. •'
'.	 9 — ,iDe}uirsr EzEene3ad StaYa^e 	 .• .. •
• 2 — ^xvters Prinw3,-r Storage	 •.
•^ w ^EifarO E^rlIIdat^ StaFapa
	 ^	 •'	 •
'.	 ^•^ ^C1 $?Arad PYR^r 'lr^0e	 y ..
. !, ?here iTt oae SLT entrT fas rash beak is the pre^azs. Ezttrgor ese asderr^ b7
oeac^in$
 SDI be^ianiu•; with 8DI t^,
.. ^. far taau3c 4r>^„^pd ao3.I®at3ann D thr SLT s1Ya^ra Coa^aiaa ^ aatxiea, t$th a
..	 ^I = 4 far 4he IBLRK sud SDI w 5 far tho DBAR^.
. d. • •tar ^aaptf.eII baalcr (ara3Sa addressee bnt rtrip Cada )s blacft siar — ^.
. ^. BLT ie 3.^adiate]1 taL'Latir+sd bt the aot;maa bank list #^ ^t sxf.$ts. 	 .
' Sao;tana PaaiG I.i ,git Zas^t	 • .. • •	 "
^.	
. .






..	 ^	 •	 ^	 ^
^o t^bwa abxitd^m th® ^}I ip^° #E^e ^C 8oT ei^,aZ7. COt^?R BP,bffi$ rrfnr®card with3a
tt^ pro^r^. ..	 .
ED3m at CQ^f?g1i BA;ffiS opaoiliad tar ial.tial basing ^Il ^ iacludad within this li^et.
^ nt er^sd ^ ou° thr AB,^}LU?3; E^'T TA^1I .E aantaina the mffiber of third vard ^s3txaa
goataiaed !st t^i11 1^rL.
°Y^f.a t^abXs 3dtata^p taitoT,re the ^^ Y^1H TASiAt.
^-
..	 !J'etda !or 5agment
.' ..	 lkppx^opr^.ato Text Warden t'ar 	 •
•	 Praaediag AG^d Huffer iae.d s
Rea.8lnSrg ,1C4ia t'or S^+gaeat
7




'	 dpprapriste Tarzt S+nrde !or 	 .










































..:	 i __^.	 ____ _^_...__ a	 _^ ^.	 _	 __^___	 . _ _
	 _._. _____w__







' aad ACfi i^ormat8	 ^ ':
^





L^ii^ ® far part of =egflent located frs
Be. vlth aTAT ^eat BI value
h
iC67^a ror Bart of segnnat located 3n t
	
'. vit6 ext a en	 SD v ue
1pprapriatn Text Sforde !or
^1^e !or aegment part located in
EsnFt with Hext Ascending Sl3I YaZue
ACtd^s for ffiogmeat part located in
t	 e	 a e • 	u	 `
'^graps^iate Tort horde !or































^iOSd rioAtrA^. ':I	 ` ^y
AID Buffer
• 1






.	 ..	 '	 _ '^ S

































^a far M^ Sngu^ant Part f.a 8a^ vitti Sma23eat
^^ lfalua
^^
th shave ens oP loss vora
fast
R^^ s for liAIH augment part is Hank vith m^ct
a aendi 6T] velua
•	 'Poac'^
^•
^H+ e for MAIN segment psrt in Hank 3rith aex't
Racending ffi}I va],us
1CV + s far MAIN segment part i.n Sank xJ.tts n®xt
'PaxE
Ssime as Zave.P part of RCW butter lmmadiate3^r
abav
^	 ^
Ati"YJ^a far MAIN segment parti in Bsni: u1Lh next
Tszt	 .






:hat the an],p seas uhara ACN+ e for s aegr^ent ap$nnlhg banks. mrm not paclre^
	 '' ^ ^
^ ^} A^r^ ^.iftar Sa rases the AC^^a axe tar the RAIN sarneaE q f a nan-
GIs ^^Rded gnRa4_^_,_bw^. That ia, the first ACd Sor a non-initially loaded











































eta-...	 . - _..•.^-.- -_ -.:•^.:....,
^ar^el dC3j __










i,bosa ACS is a 2^3P. ACY. It im ^mco^n ,f.sed rusd byp^smed b^ 4he lomdm^.














(	 -	 ^	 '^
^`^1	 ^	 J1.
.^ Reb1a ^Sesr Farts	 .• .. ,.
















t	 ^ ^ ,f
^^ ^ _ A
-	 ^ •TF^ ^	 - - ^ ^ .Ili "Sf -
• 	 Lt^'P 3-BBC	 S3
..
F33^ST I-H^ ADL^SS
LAST 1?-B^ ^	 ^ ^ _.	 .AH,fI^PS ADORES$
_ _._,^ A ADER QF FTFtST IQI^^









pr noa- •s>^sa^ed 5LT Sorest,; . 	 —^ __ _... _- - ^__ :.
.. _	
•. ` t'd 
ctya+^aia s6^sIIt __	 .__ .	 _ _.	 - `.= a^a. ;• ^^8 • j.^. ^., ^_'^"^:
•	 ^ ^	 ^ xaYarateh^.o s®gnienE	 -	 .
.^ _. _	 ^_^
^$ the 5a ^ra3uo a! uar3 Q at the drat ^T satry (SLR) is squat ffiarq, the




















8 .. ' TiFS. ^ ^R{7ARD LINFC T►D ACTI4E SEGt4^T
Ll65T SAHlC AAnRE.55 . 3°IR§T ^,^ !!I)I}RES3
•	 ^T	 - ^	 - .- -	 EXTER5^i7N IND^	 -- •	 ". .. -
. ^ S:iCIt7R ADDR 0^' FIRST I! ]EiD t^]tiTRpL GROIfP
••`^^^_- ^ ^ ar^ .1r dig^B'Atr is AL$ ^II3^D^"	 ,^
_ Tea X22 mrain sagmsnL far ea^ Lazsd#d 3LT i'nrmat.
	 • ,
x$99 ctyn^+la sit 
^ .
	
^ ._ ^ .. -	
- -
^7 r^pcseablr ss^t	 .
..
!^4 oearls^' a ®^aat
^E: ^T ralu ® for bath 4^ta s^3ah sm^nent part 1s IoedeQ • '^--^---^-----
ilbett $2 word 2 !a non-aero^ it aantains a linSc to the a ®xL 5LT sxtansioa for
-- 
• 4.Ao sa^Ant. t^at^: ?he ia^e^e paiaLa to th ® hard
	 ^iaxe^ praes-^;rie












^	 / ^^ \
/:^)
\ ^^
^^ .	 . , ^ & ^ ^^ ^ai^ e^eko_^^e ^^ ^ ^^ n ^c^ gI	 j\	 :	 ^	 .	 ^^ \
-	 ^•	 .	 ^^.
	
.	 .	 /
\	 ^	 .	 ^	 .	 '	 '	 "	 `	 \	 . ^ ]
^e^^& 2!n ^ ^ ^r be a^ ^ pmt m^ »^kke ^ elm nka ^A:^ n ^	 ,
	
|\	 .^ ^mnkn mU^n ^e ^i% ar ge^^ ^m^	 '^	 ^!
	
. y	 ,^	 )
	
`	 ^^ ^^^^ Amt	 ^	 '	 ^	 ^^
	
^	 .^	 '	 '	 .	 .	 K	 ^ )
	^	 ^ ^^ ^? sU^ % 2^ a^t^ 6ee^n ^ ^t Ge m^^^sa^ ^^e^ma^	 ] ^^ j
^^st^ ^ ^^^ 2, &r^t3^a agog n 	 .	 .	 ^	 § ^ <












d ^?	 ^ mph ^n ^^^ ^•	 Z
^^mm ^^	 ^ . ^	 ,^	 .	 ..	 .
,	 ^^ ^.^ ^^ 2g 2^8
.^^^ .,^C^3g^Q ^2^g m§^^^g ^
^ ^ Eames /^ ^ rndcx^Addz a^^ to --
ar ^® f Tndez -A^'areaps-^ta ^—.
^ of 9enl^:a •f/ Index Address ^o/ / ^'i C Ext	 aio
•
Indus Address to.
&L^ • ^ 1 6ac	 :r^£o	 t a
/% ^ ^ ^ ^` ford Length of
.	 / ;delkb ek Tn o	 t a
•	 ... ^ .^ Irdez Address 4a'
























• : TaTc^a^xora li
'^ ^	 ^ '
















Link Addxeea of ^	 ^ of L.C.





 Addreae of ^ of L.C..
F!	 t L.C. Ent ^ttr
Eassl^
B^
Link Address of ,^ oC L.G.


















Ti^te aad Data of R9 Grestian
'	 _	 1	 ^	 `'^
time and Data bf RS'Crestion — The lima aad date vhea the Reiocatablr Bin4r^ ► • 	:'.	 -(FLE). rlsmsnt area crested.
Beni: ^r Trb3.Q (BHT}
r	 !
.	 -a
^ ^ w--^-=- - -	 ^r j z	 ^R^G^^ SAGE TS ^'{^^
^. W











' '	 I.e Ca. ^ 3i0RD ^+' GTH L.Ce PF{OCRAM $1'AR'^ ADDRF55	 .
SST I3^DET T INDEI.
DLCYR LCD BDI
^,
L. C.	 43RD LENGTH I,. C. }?1^GRAM STARS' ADDRESS
.s
SDC^t^^fi IM^^[ ELF '^ffiQT INDF%
D L C Y R LC ^ . 9DI	 ,
L. C.
	
i^4RD LENGTH L, C. PROCRA'+i STAR'" A^P.^S
D^9F,`r' IF LC IS IN A AHAHtf 	 .
^ • SL"l IF LC I5 FAOH AN RLIA$ RgUT:HE	 -	 ..
^ — ^`1' ^' LC TE'YT I3 . FOR A Cat^N HIAC!{	 ..
8'« 8EI IF LC IS THE ACT[TAL 001^AN SEDCK
R ^ 9Er ^ LC TEIT IS IN AN R5EG	 '
Yt C is aet, H2 of Ward 2 cantaina an index to the LCT eatry for, the final I.0
aeeignsd to the cammaa bJ.oci^ in the abaolutr rlemat. 4











L. ++. Entry Link	 Relative
sa	 Address	 ,
La •C. ^5atry Lfnk AddraeP : AddreeB o! Lacetion Gaunter Estttp^vhich includes this
k^ttry Point.	 ^	 .
^ielmtive Address - the addrase o! the Fury Point ralntiva to the start of the
.	 3^cmtl,oa Counter.	 ,
}^sE^ ^ai^a4 Aiema ^abgs tom!)
^"YltY ^I^'!
1dAi^
Y.. G. I^htrr LSnk ^talative
Fli'i°R^ POIRT
HAE^
L. G. ^Yttrq 1irrJc Pelativa
































This appendix covers the content and format of the Jump History Stack Fi le
s'
-





This file is used as a data input file by the CUA5 postproc- ^` ^`
^;
essor program in order to produce reports concerning the execution character-










# CAU Control/Arithmetic Unit, the UNIVAC hardware equiva--
^^,;;_ lent to a Central Processing Unit {CPU}
^.^	
..3
^? CCLL 36 binary digits treated as a unit of primary storage
'^°	
4.Y^r.
and directly addressable by the CPU as a unit
_-' CUAS Cade Usage Analysis System - '
^ a
^^ ER/CC Executive Request/Control Card, a designation for a -
^: computer service which the operating system performs ^;^ :_^;
far the user directly at his request :.^
^:
H1 The most significant 1$ bits of a cell, or bits 18-35
of the cei 1 ',;
H2 The least significant l8 bits of a ce11, or bits 0-17
';
of the cell
1/0 Input/Output, a computer service in which data is ^`
:.f
`^
'	 ^ moved between primary storage and a peripheral device '{
'^ ^
J A mnemonic for a valid UNIVAC-1100 processor instruc- ^^ '
-	 - Lion which transfers control to a specified address _^ .^::
}
_, JHSF Jump History Stack File .`
LMJ A mnemonic for a valid UNIVAC-1100 processor instruc- _^ `
Lion which saves the current value of the P register





^EPR01^UCiBIL	 0^' T^-^ ^. ^






The representation used far an octal natural number,
that is, a number whose base is 8
The mast significant 9 bits of H1 of a veil, or bits
^7-35 of the cell
The least significant 9 bits of H7 of a ce71, or bits
18-26 of the cell
The most significant 9 bits of H2 of a cell, or bits
9-i 7 of the cel l
The least significant 9 bits of H2 of a cell or bits
D




SUP	 Standard Unit of Processing, a unit devised tv provide
a consistent measure of computer service as viewed by ,^
an application program running under EXEC 8
i
D.3	 GENERA!, DE5C:RIPTION `'	 .
The Jump History 5tac^C File (JHSF} is created as a UNIVAC EXEC 8 FASTRAND ^
• I	 formatted mass storage file on a secondary storage device. 	 A FASTRAND ^	 ^	 `^
.	 formatted file is one which is addressable by units of 28 veils which are
defined as sectors.
	 Such a •File may be accessed by a basic I/O executiveI `,^
request, which is documented in UNIVAC Publication 4744, Revision 3, Chapter
?	 5 ar by the FQRTRAN I/O routine NTRAN, which is documented in UNIVAC; Publi- -^'
cation 787fi, Section 4.18. ?i	 ^	 `'^'
.:. ^
D.4
	 JUNfP HISTpRY STACK FIbE DESCRIPTION
4
The JHSF may be viewed as simply a sequential string of 36-bit veils occupy-
^` y
ing as many sequential and contiguous sectar y as are required to contain the
string.	 Kith the exception of the first seven ceiis of the string, each of
?	 the cells contains data indicating the occurrence of same event during the ^,
. execution of an appiicatian program, and the sequence of the ceiis in the ^	 :;
file indicates the sequence of event occurrence. 	 The first seven ceiis of
?










Cell l - The first six fieldata characters of the absolute element name which 	 ^`^
when executed created this Elie
:^
Cell 2 - The last six fieldata characters of the absolute element name 	 '!
Cell 3 - The first six fieldata characters of the version name of the abso-
lute element
'^
Cell 4 - The last six fieidat^ characters of the version name
Ce71	 5 - The date and time of creation of the absolute element, formatted
exactly as it appears in a program file ^ ---
^^
Cell	 6 - The @XQT options present on the CURS preprocessor execute card when
_^
j'
the absolute element was modified.
	 The options are represented in _^'
master bit notation, that is, bit 0 nn for Z and bit 25 an for A ^	 `:
^^
Cell	 7 - The total number of sectors written in the JFISF, a 36-bit binary {
integer '




and 35 which indicates the type of data represented by the remaining bits







00 The 1 ovrer l 6 bits of di of the cel l contain the address of '``,
an LMJ instruction which was executed. 	 H2 of the cell i
contains the address to which the LMJ instruction trans_ '=^
ferred control '{
O1 The lower 15 bits of Hi of the cell contain the address of
'F
a J instruction which vras executed.	 M2 of the cell con-
tains the address to which the J instruction transferred ^.
control
l0 Bits 0-33 of the cell contain a SUP time value ;
11 N1 of the cell contains a sentinel indicating the occur- ^'`
rence of an error event and FI2 of the cell contains the

















f	 D,4.1	 SUP TIME CELL INTERPRETATION ^°^
SUP time value cells (sentinel 10) are included in the J!iSP only when option
'^'C was specified to the CURS preprocessor, which may be determined by inspec- 	 _
tiop of cell 6 of the JHSF.	 When this option is specified, each LMJ event
ceii
	 (sentinel	 OO} and J event ceii	 (sentinel O1) is followed by three SUP ^.`,"
i	 time cells.	 The three cells captain the amount of CAU, ER/CC, and I/O time, ^ ^^.`
repectiveiy, Yrhich was used since the last such occurrence in the JHSF of an
LMJ or J ceii followed by the three time cells. 	 The CAU time is in micro-
^^
_




ERROR EVENT_CELL INTERPRETATION ^ '`^^
^'




of program errors, segment loads, and end of file. 	 The total value of Hl of
L
an error event ceii indicates the event type, defined as follows: ^ `=,
^
^- -_ .^
Hl octal value Descripti ors	 -- ^ 3
{777777) if H2 of the cell is also {777777}	 ,this cell indicates ^ ''`^
^	 $ the end of the file.
	
If not, this8is a segment load ^ "^
sentinel with Q4 of the cell containing the index of the ^ '^.^
segment loaded and Q3 of the cell containing the index ^	 ^ ''
of the segment loaded just prior to it. ; ^'
^	 (777776}8
'
A guard mode sentinel with the address at which the ^^
guard mode occurred in HZ of the cell.
{777776) Rn arithmetic overflow sentinel with the address at which
'E	 $ the overflow occurred in H2 of the cell.
(177774) 8 An arithmetic underfloor sentinel with the address at
.A




(777773)g An arithmetic divide fault sentinel with the address at






An ER ABORT$ sentinel, that is, the user did an execu- <<
^'	 :^
=^
five request to ABORT$ to terminate his program execu- %
''^
`'
tion.	 The address at which the request was made is con-
E
I


























An ERROR MODE sentinel with the address at which the









D.5 -USE OF' TF{E JNSF t
The JFiSF represents bath events that occurred during a program execution and '>
the sequence in which those events occurred. 	 The amount of detail included
'i
in the file is determined by the way the subroutine I,CONT is initialized.
-r	 _
This initialization is normali 	 erformed b	 the CUAS	 re rocessor and isy p	 y	 p	 p >^
controlled by the user with execution options.
	
J instruction and SUP time `V^
event cells are included in the JIiSF only if option C was specified to the ;^
CUAS preprocessor.
	 LMJ instruction cells are included in the JH5F' unless
option B was specified to the CUAS preprocessor,
	
Error event cells are
always included in the JHSF.
	 A scan, normally done by the CURS postprocessar ^	 '
,^
to produce reports, allow determination of the execution path and character- `^
-'!
istics of a program. :,
:;
The JNSF is intended to be used in conjunction with the diagnostic tables
-	 ,
^'
from an absolute element as prepared by the UNIVAC MAP under EXEC $.	 The =`
content and -Format of an absolute element is described in Appendix C.
	
The ±-




















TOTAL NUMBE^t 0^' SECTORS
5, IN FILE
777777 777777
^ FIRST EVENT DESCRIPTOR CELL
} SECOND EVENT DESCRIPTOR CELL
^ LAST EVENT DESCRIPTOR CELL,
1 (E. p .F. SENTINEL)




















-'!	 ^^_.^ ,	 .^^. .
APPEf^DIX E
TEST CA5E USAGE REPORTING SYSTEPi
E1. INTRODUCTION
E-i
^-^	 This document provides information related to the operation end use of the
s_^'	 Test Cafe Usage Reporting System (TOURS). Descriptions of the system capa-
'^	 bilities, method of operation, and user`s information are Included.^^_^,
`::^::
^'	 The TOURS is intended to aid the user in determining those subroutines used
6.:^
_;;	 and not used within a program file fr^r which several different absolute
^^-`	 elements may be generated. Gross-reference reports are provided from which
4. i
i:he user may determine for any specific absolute element those subroutines
-	 which were included in the absolute element and callej at Ieast once; or
conversely, for any specific routine, those absolute elements in wh;^h it




^^. TEST CASE USAGE REPORTING SYSTEM DESCRIPTION
E2.1 SYSTEM CAPABILITIES
The TCURS was designed to generate reports of all subroutines used by a set
'
	
	 of test cases and cansis}s of two separate programs, the File ReIocatable
Eiement Directory (FRED) program and the Test Case Report Generator (TCRGEN}
E	 progr^.;m.
The FRED program analyzes a user's program file directory and inserts into
a 4ata Base File (DBF) an EXEC 8 System Data Format (SDF} source element con-
taining the names of all the user relocatable elements. The TCRGEN program
produces the cross-reference reports of subroutine usage by test case. The
Code Usage Analysis System ^CUAS) is used to generate elements containing the
names of the subroutines used by each test case.
^	 ,.	 ,...^
i^
	 Specifically, the FREG and TCRGEN programs provide the user the following
	 _,;_._;
information concerning the execution of his application programs.
s
E2.1.7 MASTER ELEMENT DIRECTORY REPORT
This report is generated ^vhen the FRED program is executed. The FRED program
provides the user with a report containing the subroutine element names and
version names, including creation date and time.
E2.1.2 TEST CASE ELEMENT REPORT
The test case element report whicr^ is generated by the TCRGEN program contains
an alphabetized listing of ali element names included in the master file
directory. This is an exception report which is included to indicate to the
i
user that the master file director is incomplete and should be updated.
E2.7.3 TEST CASE USAGE REPORT
The test case usage report, which is generated by the TCRGEN program, is dis-^















name, including creation date, and time, appearing hori.zonta7i,y at t;te top
of the report page. The alphabetized element-names including version, crea-
tion date, and time, are listed vertically on the left side of the report
page. When an element was used by a particular test case, this is indicated
by an "X" in the element name row and. test case name column intersection.
An asterisk is placed adjacent to and preceding the "X =° to indicate that the
master element directory time. and date for the element does not coincide with
the creation date and time far the element used by the test case.
E2.7.4 ELEMENT USRGE REPORT
The element usage report displays the test case usage by element name, a^pha-
betized an the left side of the page; opposite are the names of a17 test cases
in which the eiet^ent was inciuc^_d and called at least ante.
E2.2 METHOD OF SpL[3Ti0N
The TCURS maintains ail test case and subroutine data as source elements in
a [INIVAC EXEC 8 program file. Standard !lNIVAC software is used to create
and read these data elements. The use of this technique far maintaining the
data allows for the use of standard EXEC 8 control statements to maintain














The following sections describe the reports generated by the FRED and TCRGEN
programs.
E2.2.i MASTER ELEMENT DIRECTORY REPORT
The master element directory report consists of a list of relocatab7e element
names and Version names, inclE^ding creation date and time. The FRED program
scans the user-specified EXEC 8 program file directory far relocatabie element
names and combines all such names and associated information into a source
element. This source element becomes the master file directory and is inser-
ted into a file with the internal name DBF. The FRED program then prints the
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directory are sorted-into alphabetical order and each element used by the
tAst case and not indluded ih the master fife e1emer^t directory is listed.
The TCRGEN program then prints the report under the appropriate heading infor-
mation.
E2.2.3 TES1• CASE USAGE. REPORT
The test case usage report consists of an alphabetized listing of each test
case name, Including creation date and time, appearing horizontally at the
top of the report page. The alphabetized element names incTudzng version
^rt^^
name, creation date, and. time are listed vertically on the left side of the 	 ^ ^ ^
_
	
	 report page.  The TCRGEN program scans the GBF directory for test case en^Cries
and sor^Es the names into alphabetical order. ^Jhen an element was used by a
particular test case,. and the master element directory time and date are the
same as those for the element used by the test case, this is indicated by an 	 ^1
"}{° in the element name raw and test case name column intersection. An as-
teri:sk is placed adjacent to and preceding the "X" to indicate that the
master element directory time and date far the element is not the same as
the creation date and time for the element used by the test case.
_	 E2.2. R^ EEEINENT USAGE REPORT
The element usage report consists of an alphabetized list of ele^tent names.
For each element name, the names of all test cases which cal-led the element
are listed in alphabetical order.
The test case usage report is prepared in the same manner as the test case
element report except that the element usage report displays test case
	 J"'-
^^I'^ObUG^^Ll' ^3F T



















PROGRAM TO	 FILE NAMES
CREATE ELEMENT
CONTAINING NAMES	 FILE DIRECTORY ^^























Figure i. FRED and TCRGEN programs technique,
E^6










{' .: - E3.	 USER'S GUTDE
`' E3.I
	 i^ETHOD OF USE
^_ The FRED and TGRGEN absolute elements have been implemented on the UNIVAC




The FRED program uses an internal file name, hereafter
referred to as Relocatable Input (RIP), which is assigned to the user program
^- file from which the master file directory is to be created.
The user must provide EXEC 8 @USE directives to indicate which file is to be
- scanned for relocatable elements (file RIP) and which file is to receive the
^^^ source element created (file DBF).
	
The TGRGEN program utilizes the master
''- file directary created as d^. ycribed above in the generation of the TGRGEN
reports.	 The data for the subroutines used and not used by the test case is
obtained from source elements created by the GUAS postprocessar.
	 The test
case elements created by the ^:UAS must be in the same file with internal
_	 ^^ name DBF, as the master file directory.	 The method of use of the GUAS for
the creation of test case elements is described in the GUAS user's guide and
- will not be detailed here.
	
Before executing the TGRGEN, the user must create
x: in a Gammon program file the master file directory using the FRED program and
_ one or more test case elements using the GUAS.
- E3.I.I
	






I.	 Required statement to initiate run are EXEC 8.
2.	 Assign internal name DBF to OUTPUT.





4. The FRED program is executed to . analyze tie p^ogr^^ file directory and
Insert i nto the DBF an element containing the name of all the user re-
locatable elements.
5. Required statement to end run on EXEC 8.
E.3.I,2 RUN STREAM FOR THE TCRGEN PROGRAM
1. @RUN ...
2. @USE DBF.,USER FILE
3. @X^T FML-L79351*PHPA.TCRGEN
4. @FIN
1. Required statement to initiate run on EXEC 8.
2. Assign internal name DBF to the SVDSTCL file. DBF must contain the user
master file directory and the test case elements.
3. The TCRGEN program to produce the reports.
^. Required statement to end ren on EXEC 8.
See the CURS user ' s guide for a sample CURS run stream.
E3.2 OUTPUT DESCRIPTION
E3.2.1 NORMAL OUTPUT FOR THE FRED PROGRAM
Normal output for the FRED program consists of one basic display:
7. This report is initiated by the heading, "MASTER ELEMENT DIRECTORY









E3.2.2 NORN64L OUTPUT FOR THE TCRGEN PROGRAM
Normal output for the ' TCRGEN program consists of three basic displays:
1. Test Case Element Name Report -This report is initiated by the heading,
"TEST CASE USAGE REPORTING SYSTEM." The next line indicates a legend far
the information to follow. 	 '
The following information is printed for Bach test case.
® Test case names in alphabetical order
® Element names used by the test case but not listed in master file
directory
This report is displayed if the master file directory is incomplete and
should be updated.
2.	 Test Case Usage Report - This report is initiated by the heading, "TEST ^ ;j
_
_	 CRSE USAGE REPORTING SYSTEM." 	 The next line provides a legend for the




inform the user that the master element directory time and date for the
_
^' element does not coincide with the creation date and time for the element
used by the test case.	 The following information is printed far each ^^;^
element: E
®	 The test case names in alphabetical order, with creation date and
4='
r '' time ''	 ' ^ ^.^
^	 The element names including version name in alphabetical order, and :^
creation date and time ,-
^	 When an element was used by a particular test case, this is indi-
Gated by an "X" in the element name row and test case name column
intersection.
	
The "X" is preceded by an asterisk Under the conditions ,,
S _	 - specified in the legend.
,:.
3.	 Element Usage Report -This report is initiated by the heading, "ELEMENT" ..
and	 "TEST CASE NAMES U5ING EACH ELEMENT." 	 The following information is ^ 1;













^_	 .,-^-^---.w .	 ..__	
. ^:
^^l.,G-
^ The element names in alphabetical order ,
r The names of all test cases which called the element are listed in
alphabetical order. An example of the FRED program report is shown in
section Ea.4.2. Examples of the TCR^EN reports are shown in section
E5.4.4.
E3.2.3 ERROR ME55AGE5
Error messages are provided in the TCURS to inform the user of any condition
that prohibits the normal operation of the system. There are two forms of
error messages; the first form identifies and describes the error condition
f	 directly in the printed output, and the second form provides error numbers
^	 Which are described in the following table.
j	 The errnr format is 'ERR n ERROR' where n may take on values as follows:
i
_^^a^nos-tic- (n)	 Pr_ ogram	 Description
	
l	 FRED	 Error indicates a FASTRAND read error.
This error condition is documented in
^	 tlnivac Publication 4144, Rev. 3.
	
2	 FRED	 The element table is empty; this errnr
1	 will terminate program execution
t
	3	 FRED	 I/O error on file RTP
	
4	 FRED	 See diagnostic 1
	
5	 FRED	 S`e diagnostic l
	6	 FRED	 I/O error on file RIP
i
i^
	 7	 FRED	 I/O error on file RIP	 ^,
	
$	 FRED	 See diagnostic ^
^	 9	 TCRGEN	 The element table is empty; this error
	 ^	 "'
will terminate program execution
	 ^	 =^
1	 l0	 TCR6EN	 See diagnostic 1
	
11	 TCRGEN
	 ERTRAN read error. This error is docu-







- ;	 - .	 ._._
..
.	 __ i







E4. EXECUTI pN CHARACTERISTICS
^°
s °^	 E4.1 RESTRICTIONS
_'	 _
^'^	 The TCRGEN program has these limitations:t-:
^_ ,
'!	 1. The program i5 valid only if there exist a program file directory.::.
2. The maximum number of test case names allowed is 5p.
^^^`	 3. The maximum number of relocatable elerr^nt names allowed in the master
file directory is 7p0.
_^
r' E4.2 RUINING TIME
The run time for the TCRGEN program will vary depending on the size of the
-	 program file directory being evaluated. Approximately 2.18 minutes were
required to evaluate the Space Vehicle Dynamics Simulation (SNOB) program
file directory. The FRED program requires approximately 13.7 seconds to
Iy..^. 	 evaluate the SVDS program file.
:.	 `'^...
E4.3 ACCURACY/VALIDTTY
Validation of the FRED and TCR{^EN programs has been accomplished primarily
^.,	 by the comparison of contents from the normal SVDS output and by desk checking

























E5. i Fl1NCTIQ^fAI. FLG .HART OF THE FRED PROGRAM

































































AND TIME	 k.,TO	 ;;







TR NSFER ^	 '
{	 SINGLE LINES










YES _	 ^ ^	 ^^^,
REPRDDITGTBIL^`Y OF TTzsB
^RT(^N^ ^A^^ ^ P^O^'. ,
a

































































































































































I	 ice. ^,.:...^ ...._,. ,—;^--^^	 +=''^"	 •=r.^.--+t....-^—, m- ^*.;:^:-:s: 	 .a^r^—.^_-.qc--
	 -.	









'^^^' CALL NMSOR`^ -
^	 ^ ^	 :;t. RT TEST CASE . -ii	 ;











` CONVERT DATE ^^f.
^`i RND TIME TO













- ^^ ^3	 ^l0	 STATUS












^^" SORT TOTAL RELOCAT- `	 '







^^' CALL KMPRES ;,
PACK ELEMENT -	 ^:
NAMES AND .
TEST CASE ",	 ^	 ^ `	 S






































MATCrI SORTED ELE ENT N
	 ^`r
NAMES SELECTED FROM THE ENTRIES
	 ;^
TRAP ELEMENTS USED BY TEST CASE N

























REI'RODU'CIB^^^' iii' T^	 -	 '.
	








The dLALOC, 1CNIPRES, and NMSORT subprograms, unique to the TOURS, are docu-
mented on the following pages.
Subprograms BD2FR, DiSKIO, and iLLSFT, commo:^ to both the TOURS and the
CUAS, are documented in section 5.5 of the CUAS document.
E- 22








^,: Name (Title}	 - JLALOC (Locate ^1ord}
'''^:	 . Pragra^rmer, Date	 - J.	 D. Oliver, June 7976
^`is Machine Identification 	 - UNIVAC 1106-Series
:? Source Language	 - FORTRAN V
PURPOSE
^:
`` Subroutine JLALOC locates the word and position within a word where the nth
character of a string would be.
USAGE
;: s	 Calling Sequence
^>	 Z	 -
^






name	 In/Out Dimension	 Type Description
N	 In l	 I The character number
NL	 Out 1	 T The beginning bit can-
taining this character




Subrautinp JLALOC computes the word location and bit location o-F a string.








The word location is given by:^,	 '
The bit location is given by:
where
^ = The character number
Nib = The ward containing this character
NL = The beginning bit containing this character.
E-2A^





























k Name (Title)	 - KMPRES (Compress Blanks) `^ ^^
.^' Programr^er, Date	 - J.	 D. Dliver, June 1976 `^
i' Machine Identification - UN3VAC 1100-Series
^.^ Source Language
	 ^- FORTRAN V ^.	
__.
^1
4= PURPDSE :,	 ^














j 	 ^	 'S
.^





name	 In/Out Dimension	 ^^e Description ^. -
_ A	 In 1	 R The string containing 4	 ., ,.:,blanks
- ^i
B	 Out 1	 R The array to contain the '`_^
_: compressed string
f` ^- I	 In 1	 I The starting character in 	 -
`' the string containing ,^
- bi snits
- J	 In 1	 I The beginning character
in the array to contain
• the compressed string




















- NMSORT (Name Sorter)




Subroutine NP9SORT sorts an array of alphanumeric names into alphabetical









Name	 In/Out	 Dimension	 TyAe	 nescription
NR^7	 In	 Variable	 I	 The array of fieldata names to
be sorted. Each name occupies
two contiguous cells in the
array, or is i2 characters long
NE	 In	 l	 I	 The number of two-cell entries
in array NAM, or half the length




Variable	 Array of NE entries containing
the index order of the originai
NAM array needed to place it in
alphabetical order
NAM	 Out	 Variable	 I	 The array of fieldata names
'° '	 env^^arl in^hn aTnhahe^Fira7 nv.Aav^
o Error Messages
None • i^ the parameter ^1E is iess than ar^equal to 1, no sort: is performed
and a return is done,
METHOC
e Modei	 .
The -Pieldata entries in the parameter array NAM are considered as 72 bit,
unsigned integers by subroutine NMSORT. A bubble sort technique is used
to pi ace-the 72 bit unsigned integers into ascending numerical sequence
which effectively results in an aiphabetic sort based an the UNIVAC EXEC 8
fieidata characters collating sequence. The parameter array IX is returned
with the index position of each nave in the array NAM an entry. For ex-
ample, if name number 5 was moved to position 1 in the course of the sort,















































The job stream given be`Iow'indicates the^aperations necessary to execute
the FRED program. This sample input illustrates the application of the
FRED program to the SUDS file directory. For ^ general description of the







E5.4.2 SAMPLE OUTPUT FOR THE FRED PROGRAM
'_	 .
^	 A portion of the printed output generated by the FRED program execution
• follows.
k	 ,




NAME AlAIRE	 41ATE TIME
i* LOSS 49/05/75 08:5b:03
I	 ^	 2* MATHFN 04/05/75 08:58:10
3* PlATOP5 09/05/75 08:58:28
4* FIATROT 49/05 /75 08:59:32
34 N11NV 09/05/75 09:40:93
6a P►E^LT 49/05175 09:09:36
;	 7s l^!lLT3 49/05/75 09:09:39 .
B* P111LT9 48/05/75 09;09:99
-	 ^	 4* ^S09.Y 04/05 /T5 04:09:52
t0* HD^PCON 04/05075 09:05:08
lia ONEOM 09105!75 09:10:12
•	 '	 12a ORDER 09/05/75 09:10:55
-	 13* DAEBLK 09105/75 04:11:03
14 g 0!1731 69/05/75 49:12:00
15* laAAALB 09/05/75 09:12:18
16* PH$ANG 49/05/75 04:12:39
17* PLM509 09/05/75 09:13:50
de* PMATCH 09/45/75 09:E3:59
19* PRA63C 09/OAS/75 49:14:99
20* PRA63H 49/OS/75 09:15:10
$i* PRBm^fO 091DSA75 49:15:t3
22a PAOCT 09/05/75 09:15:20
23* PREGLT 09/05/75 09:15:27
24* PRINT 09/05/75 04:1b:12
25 s PR4JCT 49/05/75 09:17:00
26s PS617M0 04/05/75 09:19:°3
27* PWEIGH 09/05/75 69:19:48









31* RN25 09/05 /75 09:25:09 ^	 ^'
32* ROTOER 09/45875 09:26:30
33* RttTMAT 09/05/75 04:2b:55
39+ RPNMAT 04/05/75 09:27:58
35a RTPiAT1t 09/05/75 09:29:17
36* eWNCEO 09/05/'15 69:29:3M
37* SEARMT 09/05/75 09:31:56
38• SKEW 09/05/75 04:33:20 f
39* SL05HI 09/05 /75 09:33:37
40* 51aLN1 09/45075 09:34:97
41a Sllf9 09/05875 09:3b:92 3
42* T7l 09805175 09:37;19
13a TA!!LE 04/05/73 09:37:23 1.44+s TAB504 09/05/75 04:37:Sq
45a TOER1 09805/Y5 09:39:24
46a TOER2 09/05/75 49a39:37
47* TOEA31 49/05/75 04:39:58
46* TINORpI 49105 /Y5 09:91:98
'	 49a 71HTEG 09/45/75 09:81:51
54* TLAG 09845/75 09:^it:59 i^





^' T7^^U'{^^^^1^^ ^ T^
;^











ELEMENT YERSYDN	 CREATION CREATION ":
^' t
NAME NAME	 DHTE T1ME "^
52+ TDPOOT 09/05/75 09:43:04 ..^
^^ 53+ TRIVAR 09!05/75 49:^F5:1G
` 884 TYBEC 09/05/T5 49:x!?:30
r 554 T41ASH 09105/75 44:47:^^5 ^ ::
'	
.; 5b+ E1NIT 09/D5/75 09:47:54
i^.: 57+ !lNYEC 09/05/75 09:48:01
58+ YECMG 49/05fT5 09:49:25 ;r
594 VEGflPS 04/05/75 09:49:29
`' t0+ YRAT3C 49/45175 09;54:08
_` &1+ YRA73If 09/05/75 49:54:16
!•_'. 624 WRIFE% 09/05/75 b9 :53:25
"	 _:^. 63+^ XLIMIT 04/05/75 b9 :53:35
b4 +r XVZTOE 09/05/75 b4:53:39
55e ABIHfli 09/05/75 18:22:52 ^
_
bb+ AN5WER 09f05/7S 18:27:52
,+ 67+ ARCOS 09/05/75 18:26:36
+
>^:' 68+ ARO 'JAY •49/ 05175 18:29:01
69+^ ARSfI^ b9/051TS 18:29:27
`1s	 '>' 74+ A'iTAN 09/05/75 !8:29:31
71+ AYELDC 69/65/75 18:34:28 1
72^ AZTTAR 09/Q5IT5 18:36x34
T3+ $DE7g C 69/45/75 18:31:42
744 8DE7g H D9105/75 18:31:60
T5+ aDP63C 09/45/T5 18:3t:28
?bs aDP63H 69!05/75 18:31:3q
}' 77+ aDSPb3 09/C5/75 18:3!:43 _
i^.'> 78+ aD530C 09145!75 18:31:54
79+ 9D530li 09/45/75 18:32:03
80+ BD550C 09/05/75 16.32:11
^:,^^^^
82+ BDSbOH 09/05/75 16:32:24
'^82+ aD5B2R 69/45/75 !8:32:34
83+ BDVTIR 09/05/75 18:32:37
8h+ 64Y73C 44/45/75 18:32:+42
85+ aDVT3H 09/05!75 18:32:^i8
'; 86s aEND 09/05/75 18:33:36
87+ aENDAT 49/08/75 18:33:4b '
- ^88+ aENDI 09/45/75 18:33:53 ^ '
- 89s aINTRP 09/05/75 18:34:00 r
90+ a^lATR% 09/4S /75 18:34:23
91+ aNDRES 09/05/75 18:34:52 '
92+ aNflVAL 09/05/T5 18:35x47
93+ SPROC 09/05!75 I8:35xI5 <^_
9^is CMDFYL 09/05/75 18x35:26 ^
95+ COE 49/05/75 18:35:33
' 964 COMELE 49/05/7S '18:35:3'6
- 97a CONTAC 49/05/75 I8:3fi:39
4$+ CRASS 49/05/75 18:37:06 j
94+ DAYS 09/0,5/75 18:38:25
100+ DEPORD 09/b5/75 18 :38 :q5
101# DETPTR 09/05/75 18:38:49 -y
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E5. 4. S	 SAMPLE I^1P11T FOR THE TCRGEfV PROGRAM
^
The job stream given below indicates the operations necessary to execute
4^
^;^
the TCRGEH program. 	 This sample input illustrates the application of the ^ ^
TCRGE^t program to the SUDS file directory. 	 For a general description of
















^ A portion of tie printed output generated by the TCRGEH program execution ^'^^
1






























































++v ^^ ^ y	 {	 r
Y£ ST	 CA5£ b SAGE	 REPflR; IHG SY5	 TES!
t
TEST CA5E ELEMENT !lSEQ	 BY TEST	 CASE AND NOT [NCLBQEQ IN Tl^E MASTER FILE ELEMENT QIRECTDRY [^
E4
ALTI CLACK F,FNAME FRAME FILEIfl GETDAT MOVER iYCflNT PGTQ STIME ^!
^• aLrz C LDCK EFNAME FNA^iE FILEID GETQA? MOVER iICONT PCTD STIME ^^,,i;
DECK! CLOCK EFNAME FRAME FiLEIfl GETDAT MDYER IICflNT PCTD STEME
TRRC£R
I
DECKI4 CLOCK EFNAME FRAME FILEifl GETDAT MOVER IICDNT PCTD STIME
^^ QECKII CtOCK EFNAME FRAME FIl.Eifl GfTQAT MOVER IICDNT PCTQ STIME
TRACER
1
DECK 12 CLOCK EFNA^iE FRAME FILEID GETDAT MOYEA IICDNT PCTD STIME
:;
DECK2 CLOCK EFNA^IE FNAf^E FILEID GETDAT 1AOVER IiCQNT PCTD STIME	 ;i
,^
[[ ^
QECK3 CLOCK 6FNAME FRAME FILEID GETDAT MOVER IICONT PCTD STIME	 3i
' ^
5TIME	




1':^ pECK5 CLACK EFNAMf FRAME FILEID GETDAT MDV£R IICONT PCTQ STIME^-	 ;^
TRACER ^^
^ QECK6 CLOCK EFNRmE FRAME FILEID GE7I)AT f7DVER IICONT PCTII STIME	 ';
'''	 ? TRALeR
^!
QECK7 CLDCK EFNA^IF FRAME FILEID GETDAT MDY£R IICD^lT FCTQ STIME	 ^^
^'
TflACEA ^
QECKB CLDCK fFNAME FRAME FiLEifl GETDRT MOVER IiCOHT PCTfl STiME	 ^`
^^
DECK9 CLDCK EFNAME fNAME FILEID GETDRT 19DYER tiCflNT PCTD STiME	 ^i
TRACER
;^' ENTRYI CLOC % fFHRM £ FRAME FELEIQ G£TQAT A90VEIi IICflMT PCTD STIME	 fi
r±
`I
ENTRY3 CLOCK EFNAME FILEID FRAME GETDRT I[CDNT tNOYER PCTD SRAVD	 ;^
5Ti^fE .f
,^
`' Ei47RY+i CLACK EFNAME FNRM£ FILEIQ GETDRT ^IOYER I4CQHT PCTQ xrf^^E	 '^
'•!





















^^r - _,	 .	 _	 -	 _	 .	 _^^ _ .
T E S T
	
C A	 S E	 !t SAG E	 R E P O R T I N G	 5 Y 5 T E M
TEST CASE ^LEfAENT USED BY TEST	 CASE AND NOT INCLUDED IN THE MASTER FILE ELEMENT DIRECTORY
ENTAY5 CLDCK EFNAME FRAME FiLEIO UETOAT MOVER IICONT PCTD STIME
GRCDRB CLOCK EFNRME FHA!!E FILEIO GETDAT MOVER iiCONT PCTD STIME
GNCI CLOCK EFNAME FNAME FILEEO GETDAT MOVER iICONT PCTD 5TIME
6NC2 CLOCK EFRAME FRAME FiL£i0 GETDAT MOVER IICONT PCTD STIME
GHC3 CLOCK EFNAME FNdaME FILEIO GETDAT MOVER IICORT PCTD STIME
GHC4 CLOCK EFNAM£ FNAt^E FILEID G£TOAT MOY£R IICDNT PC TO STIME
GNCS CLOCK EFNAME FRAME FILEYD GETDAT MOVER IICDNT PCTD STIME
LAUHCH5 CLOCK EFNAM£ FNA19£ FILEIO G£TOAT MDVER IICONT PCTD STIME
m	 LI^UNCHN CLDCK EFNAME FRAME FIILEIO GETDAT MOVER IICONT PCTD STIME
w
.Q
LAl1RCEl3 CL E3CK	 - FILEIO GETDAT ^1DYEA IICONT PCTD STIME TRACER
LALIRCH2 CLOCK ,:FRAME FNAM£ FiLEID G€TDAT MOVER IICORT PC TO STIME
LAIlNCH1 CLOCst EFNAME FRAME FiLE10 GETDAY MOVER IICONT PCTD STIME
TRACER
NAYEI CLDCK EFNAME FNRM£ FILEID GETDAT MOVER IICONT PCTD STIME
gAY£2 CLOCK EFNAM£ FNAf1E FIL^IO GETDAT MDYER IYCONT PCTD SiiME
NAY'L1 CLDCK EFNAME FRAME fILE1D UEYBAT MOVER IICORT PCTD STIME
TRACER -
OM5I CLDCit EFNAME FRAME FILEiO GETDAT MOVER iICDNT PCTD STIME
TRACER
DASITI CLDCK EFfVRME FRAME FiLEIO GETDAT MOVER IICDNT PCTD STIME
TEST	 C A S E	 U S R G E	 R E P fl R i I H G	 S Y S T E	 ^1
TEST 015E EL$MEhiT USED 8Y TEST	 CASE lIIdO PopT IHCL@DEfl IN THE MASTER FILE ELEr^EHY OiRECTpRY
DRflIT2 CLOCk EFPoAtAE FNIiHE FILEIO GETfl+lT ^4vER ITCOAIT PCtp STILE
AC51 CLOCrt EFAIAlIE FA€A^IE FILEYO GETDAT ^IOVEA IICpaT PCTD STIAE
RCS2 CLpC?i EFNAfgE FNA^E FILEip _	 6ETflAT ITDYER IiCONT PCTO STI^7E
SRSDKI CLOCK EFNAl9E FWA17E FILEIO GETDAT 190YER IICOPoT PCTD STI^[E
TRACER
TaAPTC CLOCK EFAfAME FNAME FILEIO GETDAT ^OvER IICOPoT PoSTpPS HWEFS
PCTB STI^IE









T E S T C A S E u 3 A G E	 R E P O R T I N G	 5 r 5 T E n
{	 e	 Ih1D1CATE5 t9ASTER ELEMENT DIRECTORY TI^kE AND DATE DD NOT COINCI g E WITH THE ELEMENT 115ED BY TEST CASE TIME AfiID DATE)
;i ALT1 ALT2 DECK1 DECK10 DECK11 DECK12 DECK2 DECKS DECK4
j ELEMENT	 YEQa5ION CREATION CREATION 05!19/78 45f11/78 4S/11/76 05/11/78 05!15/78 45/11178 4S 711/76 05/11/75 05fI1175
HAtME	 MAME DATE TIME 18:32:15 15:46:43 47:48:13 49:00:40 04:58:39 08:17;04 04:21:57 13:58:25 12:33:38
AA8TA31 45/05/76 12:3$:48
.i AAINIT 04/47/76 16:55:55
^ AA$NSP 03/02/78 18:34:57





ACCUPp 05/45/75 12:34:46 '
ACMAUP 45/45/76 12:42:35 ^
ACl7EA5 45/05/78 !2:43:35
ACSINT 11/45/75 11:05:40 x 1t
ACSUP 05/45/78 12:44:34
ACSUP2 45105 /T6 12:95:58
AC515 45 /05 /7b 12:99:34 x X
ACTTYv 04/47/76 18:27:05
ADSEN Ok1071T8 18 :2T :16
ADSET 41/09/76 04:35:24 +% +X. +X ^% *X *X +X sX +%
Ap 54P 09/47/78 16:27:34
_
AEPHfF! 41/49/78 49:58:57
AEAAtT 04 /07/7b 16:27:58 % X
AERAU% 45/45f76 12:51:19
AERO 45945/78 12:51:55 ^I
AGIN 09!47/78 18:28:25^
i AG SUP 41/09/76 49:37:34
W AGUYD 05/45/76 12:53:14
^ ALDEHS 45/45/78 12:55:29
ALFC 43/02/78 14:31:51
ALYGPI 43!02/78 18:31:48 X X X S X X %	 ^ % X
ALOCYF fl4/47176 16:55:59
ALPAD 01/44 /78 49:38:07
ALPRNT 43/02/76 18:31:54
ALTDtK 0! /09176 0^9: g 3:54 X X
ALTDLL 04/47/76 1b :26 :42 % % % X X X X % x
ALTIFIR 45/fl5/T6 12:55 :3b j
AN0^1 41/09/76 09:34:12 %	 ^ % X X.
ANSUP 01049/76 09:43:58 - ^	 _
ANSWER 09/45/75 18:2' • ^^ E
AQA7AR 45/05/78 12::. (I
A p[95 05/45/78 12:55:54
A0^lSG 43/I2/7b 21:23:09
AOR5YN 04 /47/7b 18:28:59- {





ARO6LK 09149/75 18;09:39 X % X X
AR pCAL 04/47/78 Lb:29;03 X 7S X X




-._	 ..	 _,._	 ..._




...	 :	 ^	 .
.	 ..; ,.:




..	 u.r	 ^.. ,. v..
..	 ,.
. ,.





TEST C A S E !! SAGE A E P D A T i h G S Y 5 T E ^1
[ • YhDi^ATES ^AStEA E3.EMEht DIRECTORY TIME AND GATE DO NOT COINCIDE t^ITH THE ELEMENT USED BY PEST CASE TIM£ AND DATE?
ELEMEldT YEASIOh	 CAEATION CHEAtIOh
I9APIE NAME
	 DATE TIME









	 DECK l2	 DECK2	 DECK3
	 DECKq
05/1q /76 45/11/76 05/11/76 05/E3/T6 05115 /T4 05/!1/76 05/11/Tb-05%11/76 45/13/76
























:^. ,.. .... ^_:..,.,^z...^..,.k..,.. ^ : ^.. ^.. ;. _ ...z__.^v^....a^w .^:
._ 	
^s^..^^-_.^.^.ti _...^_.^..,..-v......u..n ^	 -._.. .. ,.^.', _.	 , _ s^.,^	 _.., t _ .a.l^.x..z,.^s.e.:s^:^^^Srs+
	..... _	
^:. fid9i^tilil^M1^
T E S T C A S E U S A G E	 R E P D A T I N G	 5	 Y' S T E M
^.
;^	 {	 •	 g11DTCATES roASTER ELEMENT DIRECTORY TIME AND DATE DD NDT COINCIDE WITH THE ELEMENT !lSED BY TEST CASE TIME RND DATE1
DECtiS DECK6 DECK7 DECKS DECK4 ENTRYI ENTRY3 ENTRY4 ENTRY5'	
ELEMENT	 tCERSION CREATION CREATION 05/11/7b 45/11/76 05l11l1b D5 /11/76 45/11!76 05/LI/Ib 45l2417b 05/13/76 05/lI/Tb
N11^E	 9{APIE DATE TIME 09:42:00 09:16:39 10:17:03 07:35 :23 10:27:52 23:50:34 14 :57:34 22:46:51 20:/3:45








ACCUPD 05 /05/76 12:34:46
iOChAJP O'SlD5/7b 12:42:35
AC^iEAS 05lD5l7b 12:43:35
ACSiRT 11/05!75 11:05:00 X X
AtS:IP 05/05/76 12:44 :34 _
flC5JP2 OS/D5/76 12:45 :5b
AC515 05I0517b 12:49:34 X X
ACTTYC 44/OTITb }6:27:45
ADSEti 04 /07/76 Ib:27:1b % X
RD5ET 41!09/7b 49:35:24 sX •X uX +X *% #X	 ^ ^X % X
ADSOP 44l07/7b 6:27:34 % X
AEPwE +! 41109/7b 04:56:57
AERALT 44/OT/7b 1b :27;58
AERA!JX 45/05/T6 12:51:14 X k
HERO D5/05/7b 12:51:55 X X
A6[N 441DT/76 1e :28:25^
:	 AGSJP 41/09/76 D9:37:34
^	 AGUYO 45 /05 /7b !2:53:!0









AL TOLL 04 /D7/7b 16:28:42 X X X ![ X X k % X
ALTIIlR 05 /05 /76 12:55 : 3b
ANO/k 01/04 / 76 49:34:12
AHS'JP 01104/76 44:93:56 .
ANSt^ER D9/05/T5 18:27:52
A4RTRR 05/05/76 12:55:98
AO^lS 05 /05 /7b 12:55:54
+3 DM 5G 05/12/76 21:23:04




ARIAtTF 441D7/7b 1b :55:46
ARMEAS 41/09176 09:44:4b
dROBLK 49/09/75 18:44:39



























T E S T C A 5 E 4t S A 0^
S
R E P D n T t ^ G	 S Y S T F R
^,
I s FN@iCATES RASTER E^EM£NT DIRECTORY TYRE AN@ DATE DD NOT CDINCIOE 4lITH THE Ei.ERENT GSEO 6Y TEST CASE Tih1E AND l3AY£J
DECKS O£CKb DECK7 D£CK8 SECR4 ENTRYI ENTRY3 FAITSYi £NTRY5
ELERENT	 MERSIDH CREATI019 CREATION 05/t1/T6 05/11/76 05/11/75 05/11/76 4511[/T6 05/11/76 05f20/F6 05/13/76 05111/7b
M^6RE
	
MARE DATE TIME 09:42:00 09:1b:39 14:17:03 07:35:23 10;27:52 23:5D:34 14:57;34 22:Ob:5T 20:13:9S	 ^^
1cESTAb 05/05/76 13:31:28 '^
1[F_II7iT 09/05 /T5 09;53:35 '#
1tQTOP5 05J14 /Tb 13.56 : 13 s1S aX aII •X sX +X X aX sx	 ^,
XY2TDE 04/05/75 09:'53:39 Ti
T E S T C A S E	 U SAG E	 R E P D R T I N G	 S Y 5 T E M
t	 r	 ItiDICATES r1ASTER ELEr4EAiT DYRECTOBY T[ME A1g0 DATE 00 RIOT COIMCiDE L11TH THE ELEMENT tfSEO BY TEST CASE TIME AkQ 00.TE1
GNwQRB	 GNC1 GNC2 GRC3 GNC4 GMCS LAUNCHS LAUfNCH4 LAUHCH3
ELEMEAIT	 1lER5I0^i CREATIOk CRE0.TION 45119/tb 05/15/76 DS/lk/7b 05/11/76 05/11/76 D5/14/78 05/14/76 05I12/7b 4512017b
NAt7E
	
NAM£ DATE TIME 15:9b:39	 18:62:53 OB:03:3b 08:44;39 14:36:99 40:43:79 09:57:31 13:07:07 02:12:12
AABTAR 05/D5176 12:38:96 X
AAIkIT 0914tl7S 1b:55:55 X _
AA5HSP 63/02/76 16:30:57





ACC}PQ fly/45 /7b 12:39:46 ^




AC 5'J P2 05!05/7b 12:45 :5b
ACS15 45/05/76 12:44:34
ACTTYC 04/47!75 16:27:05
AD SE XY 4^F 147076 1b ; 27 : k 6





^	 AERDs 45/05/76 12:51:55
^	 A ^a IN 44/4t/Ib 16:28:25 X X X X
O	 AG SUP D1149/tb 09:37:34 X X lI X
AGUIQ 45/45/76 12:53:ID X X X X
AlDENS 451D5175 12:55:24
ALFC 03/4217b 15:31:51
itISl1 031Q2/tb 16:31:46 X	 X X R % X X ![ X
ALOCVF x9107ltb 15:55:54 X
ALPRQ bl/09fIb 44:38:47
ALPRAtT 03l02J7b 1b:3I:54
ALTBLK 41/44/76 09:43:50 ^
ALTQLL O4 /47176 16:28:92 X	 X R X X X X X X
ALTI^R 45 /45l7b 12:55:3b
AMOM 01l09l7b 49:34:12 X	 X !l X x
RRSL'P 01/D9/7b 49:43:5b X X % X
ARSGlER 09/45/75 tB:27:S2
^aA TAR 45/DS/Tb 12:55:48 TI
ADatg 051a517b !x:55:54 A 8 X
ADl7So fl5l12l7b 21:23:49 r; rX X
A0^95IN 04/4717b 1b :28:5^F X X X





AROBtK 09/04/75 18:04:39 X 1I A Sl X 9!
°^4CAL 44/Ot/tb lbc29:03 X X X X X X












	 .^.._ ..,^ _. w^_^, ^W ^d
	 ..-	 ^,..... c....^.._,	
-	
3.	 a	 _ t	 -
-^,
..	 ...	 .: ,.	
- ,.	 ^.
.^	 ,^., .	 ^-	
-	 -,;;
•	 ^

















GNC4	 GNC5	 LAUNCHS	 LAUNCRq	LAUNCH3
	 `^
.;;:^ ELEMENT	 YERSIDN CREAi!(#A1 CREATION 45l1q /7b 45/15/76 45/11/76 05/t1lib 45111x76 05rt g I76 451i g 176 OS 112/76 45/20/78
:,; kAME	 NAME aWTE TIME 15 :4B : 3q 18:02:53 08:43;35 08:89 : 39	 19 : 36:qq	00 : q 3:58 44:37:31	 13:07:07 42:12:t25
PiESTAB 05/05/75 13:3L:28 '^
7[LIRIT 09/05/75 09:53:35 !
^^ ^IDTDPS 05l1^/76 t3:56:I3 X %	 +►% a%	 s%	 +►%	 vx	 1<	 {










,.^^.. i....s..LSS.^e	 --	 ._	 n.,	 u ^.. ., w....
t-rr'.—.wnsm^snsrr.v.^.vn•rr^^s..—...—.w.. ^...^





T E S Y C A S E U	 5 A•G E	 R E P A R T i A G	 S Y S T E^
4	 • iHDICATES IgASTEA EtEt1EHT DIAECTDRY T2^9E AND DATE DO rYOT COINCIDE ^tITH THE ELE^EH7 USED 8Y TEST CASE 7i^E AHD GATE} "`T
LAt1kCH2 LAUibCHI kAYEt HAYE2 NAYL1 DMS1 OREITI DAl3IT2 RC51
ELE ►SEHY	 YERSIOH CREATIOH CREATiOH 05/!1!76 05/1i/76 05/17/76 05/l2/76 05/11/75 05/15/76 05/11/76 05/12/76 05/1i/76
MAPiE
	
HAME DATE TI^1E 08:06;33 09:18:1"a 14:26:49 15:59:41 OS :58:13 I0 :43:28 !3:18:21 18:00:28 i5 :36:28
AA$TAR 45 /OS /76 12:38:96
AAIHIT 04/07/76 i6 :55:'F5
AASHSP D3J02/T6 16:30:57 >c X
AlZIHO 01/09/76 09:34:46
ASIHDI 09!05/75 18:22:52
AOIHDI fl1I49/7b i0 :06 :58
ACCALC 03/02176 16:30:58 X B
ACCGRP 05/05/76 12:39:05 8 11
ACCUPO D5/05/Tb 12:39:46
ACRAUP D5f05/76 12:42:35
AC^IEAS 05/05/76 12:43:35 X X
ACSIHT !t/05 /75 11:05:00
ACSUP 05 /05 /T6 12:99:34
AC5UP2 05 145 /7b 12:95:56
AC515 05/05/74 12:49:34
ACTTYC 09/07/76 16:27:05
AOSEH 09/47/74 16:27:16 X X
A05ET 01109176 09:35:29 ;X wX X X +X +► X *X yX oX
ADSOP Og107/T6 15:27:34 X -








^ AGUID 05105!76 12:53:10
ALDENS 45/05176 12:55:24
ALFC 43/02/76 16:31:51 _
ALIGH 03102/76 16:31:48 X % >< x X X X X H
ALOCYF 49107/76 16:55:54
ALPAD 4!144178 09:3$:47 X
I^` Ai.PRNT 03/02/76 18:31:54
ALTBL9S D1/49/7b 04:43:50
ALTDlL 09/47/78 16:28:42 X X X X X X X R X
AL T I M R 05105 /76 12 :55:36 X






AOf75IH 04/07/75 i5 :2B:5q
A8CO5 49/05/75 18:26:36 X X
AROSPF 02/04/76 10:06:16
ARELST 05/05/75 12:56:17
ARINTP Oq/07/7b 16 :56 :9b
ARMEAS 01/09/78 09:44:06
ARO$!K 49/04/75 16:49:34 X X t!











•A	 .,.^L._	 ..,._ . ...	 -.. ._ ..i _.	 __._^^_..•,	 .._. ^.. ._	 _..,a .^._.__	 .^._-.._...»e,^.. _.,.. .._ _^ ..^.^.^.^. ^..,._.__z.._...^._._4 s..	 -	 r•x:.^^.,^...,^-...,_e__.....^c1,^a^.e...al..^s.,^,...i...^.®. - -	 a.^^^.	 y^^
;.	 , _,. -	 -
-	
-
..	 a _r	 r
-
y\y





T E S T t: A S S U SAG € Y R E P D R T t^ G	 S Y 5 T E^
`^
'^ 1' t	 w INDICATES MASTEA ELEMENT [lIAECTflRY TIRE A1tlD DATE fl0 kOT COINCIDE WITH THE ELEMENT USED t:Y TE5T CASE TIME AND t1ATE3 !?
LAUNClt2 LAUNCH/	 NAYE1 iYRYE2 NAYLt	 OM51 ORRITI ORBYT2 RC51 j;`
• ELEMENT	 VERSYOH CREATION CREATION 05/i1FY6 05/11/76 05/17/Yd 05112/76 45 /11/T6	 45/15/76 05/11/76 45/12/76 05/11/76
'^^
_F. NAME	 NAME GATE TIM£ 08:45:33 09:16:13	 1'1 :26:"t9 i5:59:01 08:58:13	 14:93:28 13:!8:21 16:00:28 15:46:28 f^
XESTAtt 0°1/05 /T6 13:31:28 X X {^
kLI^9iT 09 /05/T5 09:53:35 X X
XQT pPS 05/14/Tb 13:56:13 +% +X	 % +X o%	 X sX o$ +►X i
';^.•
,^

























$is	 -	 _.,.......	 _..,a^^a..e	 ....e hc_	 x6
^
.. - ._:o..	 ..•u^M.ass..^_
.
s,	 ..	 _^!C__ .. .
@,+.
..	 ..._ .	 ... ,.^._..	 ^..	 _ ., .._.	 .^^4F._
';










T E 5 T C A S E U 5 A 6 E A E P 4 A T I Ai G S Y S T E f7
t a 1NDiCATES ^7ASTEA ELE [1EidT DIRECTORY TIME AWD OAT£ DD i^OT COINCIDE WITH THE ELEMENT USED BY TEST CASE FIiRE A^lD PATE}	 ^—^--
' ACS2 SRDDKI	 7BAPTC	 1^IMD1
ELEMEFiT VER5ION	 CAEATTUN CQEATIOI^ 45/11/76 05111/7b	 05/11/76 45/17/76
NA!!E HARE	 DATE TIME 19:37 : 41 14 : 22:32	 11:32:44	 16:57:34
AABTAA 45/45/75 12:38:46





ACCALC 03102/78 18:30:58 .
ACC6RP 05/45/78 12:39:08
ACCUPD 45/05/78 12:34 :h5
AC[7AUP 05/45/78 12:'}2:35
ACFIEAS 05f05 /7b i2:g3:35
ACSiNT !1105/75 11:05:00 ^	 x
AC SUP 45ro5/7b 12:4x:34
ACSltP2 45 /05178 12:45 :5b
ACSIS 05105f7b 12:49:34 %
ACTTYC 44/07/78 1b:27:05
ADSEhi 4R/07178 18:27:18
nDSET 41/09/78 09:35:24 :►X ^x	 ^X	 .x
AflS4P 04 /07/7b 16;27:34 '
WEPNEI^ 4!149/76 44:58 ;5T -
AEAALT 44147/76 16;27:59
AERAU% 4510517b 12:51:19 %
AERO 05/05/78 12:5! . 55 %
AGIN 04/07/78 16:28:t^
^ MSSElP -	 41/09/78 @4:37:34
^ AGi^IO 45/45<Td 12:53:!0
'^ ALQERS 45/05/76 12:55:29
ALFC 43/C2/7d 16:3!:51
nLIGH 03/0217b 18:31:46 x x	 x
ALOCYF 04/07/76 18:55;59
ALPRO 01/09176 09:38:07 -
ALPRhfT 43/42/78 !6:31:54 ._
KL'4'8LK 41104!76 09:83:54 _






A OPl S 45/05176 12;55:5+
A4N5G 451!2/78 21:23:04






AROSLK 49/09/75 18:0q :39 7i










^	 ^	 ,.1	 ^.
. 
_.,^^ ^_.^^-_.sw.as<^.__z<.^v-_. ^,-..s.eu,..i..u..s.h
^ ....__..>.. .lw..w... ^. ., ."Y.^s....^.^^ ^,. s. __., _ ....
	 ^.	
^ ^.	 R	 ,






.,,. .	 _. -	 -
_..^
	 ,,.	 v. _.	 ^.	 ^s	 -	 -	 -
_..	
_	 ...	 _., M..
	
^	 .,.. _	 ... _^ __ _.: ^
	 ^,:.	 .._	 w. '
YESY CRSE U 5AG `E^^!lEPORTIND SYSTER	 ^
i.
t a LNQICNTES MASTER ELENEHT QIASCTORY Til7E A1dQ QATE BO NOT COINCIQE WITH THE ELEMENT QSED AY tEST CASE TIME AHD DATE1
^^
RC52 SRBOKE	 TBAPTC WINQ1
ELE^IEMt
	
1^ERS8OQ CREATION CREAFIDH 05/11A76 05/11/76	 03/11/TB 05117/Tb	 ''
RAPIE
	 A[ApE ' QATE TIME 14:37:41 10 : 22:32	 I1 :3x:40 1B:5T:34	 ^j
xESTA:s as/a5/pb 13 : 31:28
itLI^IT 44/05/75 09:53:35 ^;
1^QTO p S	 ^ 0S/1417b 83:5b :13 s$ a3	 s$ X	 ^j













ACSY5	 RLT1	 AL12	 EN3AY1 EHTAY9 RC52
RCTTyC
Atl5E^1 EWTAYY EfdTAYS ^iA5dE1 HA6►E2
AASET ALTI flLT2 BECKI DE^K10	 QECK11	 QGC?c12	 DECK2' DECK3	 DECKS	 DECKS	 DECK6 - DECKT	 BECKB
' DECKS ENTA '42 ERITAY^ EPITAY .^	 EHTF:YS ^ TifYCQAE	 6hTCt Gt+iC2	 Q^Y^3	 - 6lVC^	 1;HL''S 1.^l^3M1}Cti5 LAURCH4
1.A!lRICk3 LA [IHCH2 LAUWCHI NA^rEI	 NA11E2	 HAYL1	 0751 LiEi9IT1	 QABiT2	 AC54	 AC52 SSBDKI	 TBAPTC
Si YNtT l












^^ AEE^D EIYTAYI £HTAY4 ACSP
-:^






_y...«. ....,-:^,^..-....,.. ^.-...,.n^..-....:,...: ..v "..P.. «_:. .t_..-.:..'..: ^.^".,.>...,^._.s._-va_':
-
-,.,-^^::,4-
	 -w««..	 ...-i.	 _.a...^--^..^..-^
tl
.w.:....-rc-.a.... r..^.....•r^.......^....•^










^.^...^.warrtua^Af.c.^..	 ^1...ew._^^^........w^r^e^..........,.. ^+.-^	 ^,.^.a.t..au.^aw4E^^_..^
...^	 -..;














XDATE DECK! ^tAVE2 ORBIT!
7tE5FR9 DRBHT! DRBIT2
xLI^iT ALT! RLT2 OM5! DREgIT2 ^
-^ KDTDPS ALTI RLt2 DECK1 DECK10 DECKl1 DECK 12 ^7£CK2 DECK3 DECK^i	 DECK5 DEC?K6 DECKT	 DECKS
DECK4 ENYRYI t`N?RY3 ENTRY4 ENTRY5 G^dC0R8 GNC1 GNC2 GNC3	 uAlC4 GNCS LAJNCH4 LAUNCH3
.: j LAi1NC^t2 LA .IfNCHI NRVE1 NAVE2 NAVL1 OI^51 DRBIFI DRBIT2 RCS!	 RG52 SRBDK! TBAPTC	 WIND1
;`























.... e....^.^ t.s .ate,— l^ta4aaa+^lE^6l5iYrYi	 r.+mn.,
r^
C^
^ ^ --
E-^a
